Barry Holt and Stephen Goode – among the winners in the 1991 BIGGA National Tournament

WELL PLAYED!

Journal of the British and International Golf Greenkeepers Association
The success of keeping your Golf Course or Sports Ground in top condition depends on you among other things buying top quality products.

All Rufford Products are produced from our own Quarries with no need to import Sands or Soils. All have been approved by leading agronomists and Soil Scientists. Consistency of quality and our vast reserves enable you to purchase with total confidence. You are invited to visit our Quarries to judge for yourselves. Quite a number of course Managers and Agronomists have already done so and we would like to think they were just a little impressed.

All enquiries:-
(0925) 232476

Acton Grange Quarry, Birchwood lane, Moore, Warrington, WA4 6XE
Also at: Nucks Wood Quarry, Wiggins Lane, Rufford, Nr Southport, Lancashire, L40 1UJ. Head Office: 061-747 4333

Rufford TOP-DRESS SUPPLIES
Ring us or your nearest distributor for immediate attention.

TOP-DRESSINGS
No. 1 Medium/Fine Dressing from our famous Nucks Wood Quarry
No. 2 Medium/Fine Dressing from our Warrington Quarry
No. 3 A Coarser Grade Dressing from our Warrington Quarry

SANDS
Free draining lime free sands for Top Dressings, Bunkers, Drainage and Winter Sports pitches.

ROOT ZONE MIX

SCREENED SOIL
Screened and shredded, this soil is ideal for all Construction, Divoting and Maintenance work. It is of Quarry origin and has guaranteed consistent quality.

SEDGE PEAT
Mixed with No. 1, No. 2, or No. 3 Top-Dressings (at no extra cost) will aid moisture retention during dry summer months especially for Links Courses. Also available on its own or as a tree planting compost.
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Two of the National Tournament's leading lights, against a background of Royal St. David's
Who and what are moving on and moving in, in the greenkeeping industry

- The regulating authority for golf course architecture has amended its name to that of the British Institute of Golf Course Architects, previously known by the 'Association' nomenclature. Founded in 1970, the Institute concerned itself with the aim of eliminating the risks posed to the profession and clients by inadequately trained and experienced designers. A financial grant from the R&A has just been made towards training its students.

- Graeme MacNiven called from Germany with news of those 'Rover Boys' - the intrepid warriors who left Surrey to set up camp in Munich in 1988. Graeme and brother Ian completed construction of the Munich course in 1989 and within three months the BMW Open was held - declared to be the youngest course with the youngest course manager (23) and the youngest head greenkeeper (20). Now they and the crew are on to other things: Adrian Locke now with Kevin Munt, Nick Aylwin and Paul Doughty to Golf Club Schloss under Graeme's father Kenneth and Ian onto a project near Zurich. Robert Coombe is working in construction with Southern Golf.

- Pictured, from left at the BMW Open - Adrian Locke, Nick Aylwin, Graeme MacNiven, winner Paul Azinger, Ian MacNiven, Paul Doughty and Robert Coombe.

- It's hard to keep the golfing McMillan's out of the news for long, and our congratulations go to Stuart and Elizabeth McMillan on the occasion of their recent nuptials.

- Now let's turn to a completely new McMillan model - Hannah Louise - born under the Leo star to Karen and Ian McMillan in the early hours of July 26th. Our regional spy, Phil Baldock, reliably informs us that both mother and daughter are doing fine, with Ian ecstatic though a little bleary eyed.

- Another newcomer is (belatedly) announced with the arrival of David Lloyd, son to Robert and Andrea Needham of Wortley GC. Weighing in at nearly nine pounds, the young Arien bruiser arrived just before the witching hour of midnight on March 29th.

- Andy Church, formerly Head Grounds Manager at Tottenham Hotspur FC, has been appointed Sports Turf Consultant by Lawn Technology Ltd, specifically to lead a drive into a sports and leisure market sector which has already become a key area of specialisation for Lawn Technology Ltd. Church is well qualified. As well as his 10 years at White Hart Lane, he also turned out for the Club in Combination League games and is a nine handicap golfer.

- As part of their expansion programme, Supaturf Products Ltd of Narborough, Leicester, have appointed two new Technical Support Representatives: Ian Burton and Matthew Harman. Ian, pictured right, well experienced within the industry, is appointed to the East, with Matthew, already having worked in Supaturf's sales office during his college years.

- The Open, based on "Finch" - Ian Baker-Finch:
  "An Aussie one. B. Baker-Finch\nWon at Birkdale with nary a flinch\nWhile others were faltering\nWith cries for much altering\nOur champ made those greens seem a cinch!\nEntries (open to all readers) as above before September 14th please, thereafter as the inspiration takes you. Remember, this will be an on-going contest.

- "Would you like to fly in my beautiful balloon?" is a tune that will have particular significance to Surrey greenkeeper Billy Martin of Wildwood GC, Alford, for it is he that won the prize donated to BIGGA's Surrey section by those progressive people at RFE Turf Machinery Ltd, to take to the air in RFE's own hot air balloon.

- Three cheers to them for spirited enterprise in arranging to fly Billy over Wildwood in the middle of September, essentially to take an airborne look at his course, one still under construction. Though no secret, your editor is keeping it under wraps - but you may bet that come October we'll have a picture story that will literally lift the lid off space travel greenkeeper style!

- Couldn't help smiling at USPGA Winner John Daly's quote of the month: "I just take out my driver, tee up, then Squeaky (his caddie) says KILL" ...and that of Jack Nicklaus on seeing the result..."Goodness gracious. What a coil, what a quote of the month: "I just take out my driver, tee up, then Squeaky (his caddie) says KILL" ...and that of Jack Nicklaus on seeing the result..."Goodness gracious. What a coil, what a..."
vacation, responsible for the Western region. Both men will liaise with distributors and customers to offer technical support and advice.

- Michael Langdon is now the new Sales Manager for Watermation Sprinklers and Controls Ltd., having joined the company in July. This, however, is not Michael's first exposure to Watermation, for as a young man some 15 years ago he worked for the company in several departments. Welcome back, Michael: we wish you well in a growth industry that has seen dramatic advances in the past decade.

- Honestly guys, you may think your mower is past its prime, but consider that of Roy Masters, a Fakenham blacksmith who won the Ransomes competition to find the oldest working motor mower in the UK. His is a Ransomes 24" Orwell engined machine dating back to 1905 and used in the grounds surrounding his premises. Presented with a spanking new Ransomes 51 Marquis electric start motor mower, Roy will retire the old 'un to his small forge cum museum, where it will take pride of place.

Eric McCoy, Ransomes M.D. (pictured with Roy Masters) expressed the view that the latest Marquis would give years of trouble-free grasscutting whilst hoping that the 86 year old mower would be given an airing from time to time.

- John Deere Ltd have made two new appointments within their grounds care business: Richard Charleton (above) as Sales Demonstrator/Instructor to provide back-up services to dealers and organise golf course demonstrations, with Howard Storey (left) promoted from Service Training and Marketing in UK and Ireland to Midland Region Grounds Care Territory Manager.

- Joel Paul, whose trademark is 'Ideas to Reality', is in the golf course construction business in a unique way, having just completed his first golf clubhouse and course in model form. Joel, a sculptor and model craftsman, was commissioned to produce a perfect scale model of Chateau des Vigiers Golf & Country Club in France, with Chairman Lars Peterson now singing the praises of this work of art, which has tremendous commercial advantages in showing planning authorities and environmentalists – not to mention prospective members – how the Club will evolve.

Certainly the model is impressive and though there is no set cost, each depending on a client's brief, Joel's models are a fraction of the vastly expensive models often used in architectural practices. For £5,000 he can model the clubhouse and entire course, working from the same plans given to the golf course constructor by the architect – a good deal cheaper and much more attractive than a boring oil painting of the Club founder – in fact an art investment. Joel's 'phone number is 081 946 0397.

- A 26 year association comes to an end shortly when Peter Marnoch retires as head greenkeeper from Coventry Hearns GC, which he joined in 1965. Peter won the Greenkeepers Championship Trophy at Pyle & Kenfig at the age of 52 when his handicap was two. Peter will continue to play in retirement and family connections will continue with his youngest son, Steven Marnoch, an associate of the British Association of Golf Course Architects. His successor will be Ian Savage, formerly assistant head greenkeeper at the Club.
Lessons to be learned

Post mortems have only two useful functions: to identify the cause of death so that future mortality can be avoided and to bring wrong-doers to justice. The corpse in the case of Royal Birkdale was Poa annua and the verdict accidental death!

What caused such consternation was not so much the admittedly disappointing appearance of the greens, which seemingly mesmerised many of the players and gave cause for much self-pity - although scores were low and birdies were flying everywhere on the last day - but the crop of rash and ill-considered statements emanating from the mouths of those least qualified to comment.

Such professionals, it seems, consider that expertise in only one aspect of a complicated game gives them the right to opine on all matters agronomic and the end result was a rash of 'instant cures' which the national press were only too pleased to leap upon and publish prominently. These were seen in some quarters, quite erroneously in my view, as an indictment against current British greenkeeping practices.

There are always two sides to a coin, and it is no secret that Royal Birkdale is a members' Club catering to rank and file play over 52 weeks every year. But the course is also an Open Championship venue and the Club must have some input. Did the Club abdicate responsibility one wonders, what caused it to happen, what led to the problem, how can it be avoided? I was in a mood to ask questions and quizzed many for non-emotive answers.

Turning first to the Sports Turf Research Institute, advisers to the R&A on The Championship and agronomists to the Club, I was disappointed not to gain some insight, but was told that the Institute are in active discussion with the R&A and will issue an explanatory document in due course. Perhaps this is right and proper, but the world of golf should not be kept waiting too long and one hopes that the report will not be a whitewash, for greenkeepers tell me they desperately want answers.

No-one was more aware of the problems which have plagued this particular course for The Open than Jim Arthur, for nearly two decades the consultant agronomist to the R&A's Championship Committee and even before that when - in his own words - he attempted unsuccessfully between 1946 and 1952 to advise the Club to change their greenkeeping system.

He told of over-reactions (natural enough in the light of their current knowledge) to the disastrous effects of over enthusiastic application of the acid theory to a links course without effective irrigation in the mid-1930s, which swung fertiliser treatment to the other extreme with the gross over-use of complete (NPK) fertiliser. This continued unabated after the War, and indeed even for a few years after the similar 1971 disaster and is confirmed by soil analyses, showing some of the highest phosphate levels on record. The soil under Birkdale's greens could in fact be legally sold as fertiliser!

The inevitable result of such very fertile conditions means annual meadow grass dominance. Jim Arthur expanded: "This year the problem was exacerbated but not caused - just before The Open - by a sudden and severe drop in mowing height and related treatments to achieve faster speeds. There are also complicating factors in buried thatch creating stagnation and inhibiting deep root development. This disaster (which is not too strong a word for it) may yet do good on three counts.

"One - the apologists for annual meadow grass must surely accept that it is not capable of producing top conditions. It may be inevitably but it is not nice! Generously fed and watered, it may be satisfactory for members' golf in summer but in the UK we play more under winter than summer conditions.

"Two - the insatiable demand by the professionals for faster and faster putting surfaces must be curbed. There are other ways to speed up greens than shaving them to below an eighth - by use of turf rollers for example - and conditions are, after all, the same for all competitors.

"Three - the ignorance of nearly all top players about greenkeeping, which resulted in so many foolish pieces of advice as to cause and cure of this problem, is exposed and they must learn to keep quiet to avoid the scorn of those who do know".

Continuing further, Jim suggested the proposals mooted that the R&A should enforce standards are unrealistic, "because British Clubs are a law unto themselves and do not consider they have to take orders from anyone, in contrast to America, where the USGA take over completely and control management via the Green Section's agronomists, as well as administration of the course selected. Until that happens here, those trying to help can only rely on tact, often dealing with constantly changing committees, where the only common factor is the team work and close liaison - indeed friendship - between the course manager and the agronomist, without which I for one could never have got anything done".

"Perhaps", he concluded, "we may yet achieve the leadership in golf which is so lacking today - not because those guiding British golf do not realise the need for it but because of the jealously guarded independence of our Clubs. The greatest threat comes from the professionals who are increasingly imposing their standards on the game, yet are singularly uninterested outside their short playing season here and are increasingly out of touch with today's all year round UK greenkeeping problems and cures.

"At least the Royal and Ancient is making serious attempts and generous contributions towards better course conditions but can at best guide and encourage - it cannot impose its will. The need above all and at all levels is for better educa-

by DAVID WHITE

'This disaster - which is not too strong a word for it - may yet do good on three counts'

-Jim Arthur

'The problems of this particular championship course have been well known and documented over a number of years. As such, criticism of the present head greenkeeper is not justified'

-Neil Thomas
at Royal Birkdale for The Open Championship

tion, even more of professionals and those tipping their caps to them, than of greenkeepers”. Turning from Jim Arthur, I asked Neil Thomas for comment from BIGGA’s viewpoint. Neil suggested “the structure is now in place to ensure a uniformity of approach and the soon to be appointed Technical Panel of the Joint Golf Course Committee should be charged with the task of laying down guidelines and setting standards for the future maintenance and preparation of The Championship courses.

“Naturally there must be full co-operation with each Club and the interests of Club members will be a vital matter for consideration. Long term planning is essential and progress should be monitored by the Panel. The time span before The Open returns to a particular course allows the implementation of such planning. Over a period of time there would be substantial improvements in the condition of these courses and the interests of Club members will be a vital matter for consideration.

Neil’s comments regarding the new Technical Panel are particularly reassuring. It is our belief that whilst there may be historic reasons for pre-, this particular championship course have been well known and documented over a number of years. As such, criticism of the present head greenkeeper is not justified – he worked within established guidelines in presenting the course for The Open, but in terms of preparing the greens due to such shaving tactics – often for months on end – in the insane chase for slick and trick, when in the end they finish being slower and trouble-prone. Why should Club members suffer (assuming they want to retain the ideals of firm, fast, true greens all year round) merely to satisfy a handful of not very far-thinking professionals, most of whom couldn’t care less about any course the day after they have finished playing their tournament?
Built by the Swiss...

Now there's a new multi-purpose machine for all year round grounds care – the Bucher Multi. Built by the Swiss for all round adaptability, the Multi can take on cylinder, rotary or flail mowers for fast productive cutting in summer, or a front brush, or snow blade for cleaning up in winter.

Now, when you're looking for a machine that works like clockwork all year round, take a good look at the Bucher Multi – there's no machine more adaptable to your demands for all year round productivity and time saving potential.
To be selected as a candidate for Toro/PGA European Tour Student Greenkeeper of the Year Awards can do different things to different people. For some it heralds an outbreak of nervous tension that can only disperse when the final assessment is made and the winner announced. For others it offers a rare opportunity to show the world what they’re made of. For one – the Toro PGA European Tour Student Greenkeeper of the Year – it will open doors that hitherto could be thought of only as part of a fertile imagination.

The simple facts disclosed here offer nothing more than a taste of the young talent proffered by the 13 Approved Colleges, who have selected these young men as rightful candidates – in their opinion the cream of the crop – for this singularly important honour. That they have been selected is indicative of their individual excellence in training for a noble and honourable profession – GREENKEEPING.

Just one man will collect the top prize, a Toro sponsored expenses paid visit to the USA which combines residential student membership for six weeks at the Winter School for Turf Grass Managers, held at The University of Massachusetts. Others, runners-up in the awards, will accompany the PGA European Tour’s Support team attending two tournaments selected from the 1992 Tour programme.

Results will be announced after the candidates attend their panel interviews at Aldwark Manor on October 21st.

The candidates

**CHRISTOPHER LEWIS**
*Nominated by Warwickshire College of Agriculture*

Christopher, aged 29, is an excellent example of how re-direction in a career can come good. Chris joined the RAF on leaving grammar school and carved an exemplary record in the force, remained until a sporting injury forced him to cut short his service career in 1987. Following a resettlement programme and a brief flirtation with the haulage industry, Chris took stock and decided to become a greenkeeper. For him that meant training to a fine edge, with Warwickshire College his mentor. Golf had been ‘in the family’ and his step father, a former Club secretary, offered wise counsel.

Joining Scraptoft GC as an assistant greenkeeper, Chris fulfilled the confidence placed in him by sailing through the City & Guilds Phase II in Turf Culture, earning high praise from course tutor Andrew Cole.

Despite a busy work schedule and entry into Turf Culture Phase III, Chris finds time to play golf and indulge in watersports.

**ARNE van AMERONGEN**
*Nominated by Cheshire College of Horticulture*

Arne is a Dutchman who first began greenkeeping in 1985, working alongside an English greenkeeper, Bill Garner, in Holland. The bug must have bitten deeply, for since then Arne has set his sights high in his thirst for greater knowledge and understanding of a career that, in his view, has no limits. He is presently head greenkeeper with the British Army Golf Club in Sennelager, Germany.

Studying at Reaseheath, he has just completed his Phase II in Greenkeeping, during which time his tutor, Dennis Mortram, tells of an enthusiasm that knew no boundaries, coupled with an infectious and winning personality that made him a firm favourite amongst staff and fellow pupils alike.

Summarising, Arne is of that new breed of European, one with high ideals and even higher goals. As such his nomination – perhaps the first of many ‘Internationals’ and bringing the ‘International’ part of BIGGA’s title well to the fore – is welcomed.

**TERRY FARKINS**
*Nominated by Cannington College*

Terry is 26 years old and has been a greenkeeper since leaving school, for the past eight years with Torquay Golf Club – a parkland course on heavy Devon clay – where he is first assistant.

In 1989 he started the City and Guilds Phase II in Greenkeeping and plans to progress to Phase III in 1992.

Like all good greenkeepers, Terry plays as hard as he works and featured in the Minor Counties Cricket Team for Devon in 1987 and 1988, together with captaincy of the County at Youth level. He plays golf to a handicap of 12 and is looking to devote more time to this side of his sporting interests, not only for the pleasure it gives but to understand the finer points of course strategy, which may then be applied in his greenkeeping career.

His ambitions are to become a good professional head greenkeeper and make Samantha, his wife of just one month, justifiably proud of him.
Which way now for the lucky 13?

BRIAN STORY
Nominated by Elmwood College

We can do no better than quote Brian's tutor, Carol Borthwick, who writes: Brian is an outstanding student who has now completed his third year with us, gaining all his modules with relative ease. His work throughout has been to a very high standard.

He has already achieved the Supervisory Modules through our Distant Learning Course, which he achieved over and above his block release course. He is regularly on stage at our awards presentations and was praised highly by Lord Whitelaw, a member at Silloth on Solway, the course where Brian is a greenkeeper.

Brian is 23, but definitely has a much older head on him. He has been at Silloth since 1984 and now that he is finished with college on a regular basis, wishes to pursue his ambition to become a course manager at an Open Championship venue. He is a keen golfer with a handicap of 2, playing regularly for the Cumbria County Golf Team.

ROBERT WILKINSON
Nominated by the Welsh College of Horticulture

Robert has been a greenkeeper for five years, progressing throughout that time at his Club, Llanwern Golf Club in Newport, where he is now first assistant. He has just completed two years at the Welsh College where he was successful in completing Phase II in Greenkeeping and Sportsturf Management, a course where tutor Graham Wright tells of great enthusiasm and the setting of very high standards.

With Phase II complete, Robert has his sights set on completion of Phase III with an ultimate goal of becoming a successful course manager. Like many attracted to greenkeeping, Robert is a golfer as well as enjoying football and an interest in trains. A Welshman steaming ahead, so to speak!

PATRICK WHELEMAN
Nominated by Sparsholt College Hampshire

A third year student in Greenkeeping, Patrick is 26 years old and has been greenkeeping for four and a half years, all of which in the employ of the West Berkshire Golf Club.

Patrick's tutor, Bob Young, writes of him in glowing terms, telling of an enthusiasm and dedication for work study that has seen him progress rapidly to the position of head greenkeeper, a post he has proudly held for 16 months. Also a passionate golfer, Patrick is a member of West Berkshire where he plays to a handicap of six. His immediate ambitions are to complete the reconstruction of his home course and to see it recognised as one of the best in the south of England. Creditable indeed!

MARK ELLIS
Nominated by Oaklands College, Hertfordshire

Mark Ellis is a familiar figure at BIGGA events, most recently as a part of the support team at The Open and at BIGGA's National Championships as a keen left-hander with an impressive swing and a happy countenance.

Mark has recently completed his Phase II Greenkeeping and Sports Turf Management and is fortunate in having achieved one ambition already — that of working on a Championship golf course — for he works with course manager Neil Whitaker at the prestigious Woburn course.

The experiences of working on the preparation for several major championship events, including the Dunhill British Masters and the Ladies British Open, have been invaluable and set him well on the way to his ultimate long term ambition — that of becoming a course manager in his own right on a top class championship layout.

ANDREW McDOWELL
Nominated by Langside College

Andrew entered the greenkeeping profession by the now well-known route of a Youth Opportunities Programme followed by selection for one season by the East Kilbride District Council, a progressive local authority with inexpensive golf on public courses as a priority of their manifesto. That one season became a permanency and to begin Andrew worked on Langdales Golf course, where he remained until June 1990. Now at Torrance House Golf Club, also an E.K.D.C. course, as first assistant, he has just completed Phases I-III in Sports Turf Management on a day release programme.

Andrew is a keen though struggling golfer, handicap 20, and when not at work or on the course is to be found motorcycling to other courses on his beloved 350cc Yamaha, where he enjoys observing different management methods.
JOHN RICHARDSON  
**Nominated by Lancashire College of Agriculture and Horticulture**

Writing of John, course tutor Dr. Richard Gibbs told us of how John entered the leisure industry from a background that involved him in a successful sheep and dairy farm in North Yorkshire. From this John decided to diversify into the amenity area as a positive career objective and in order to obtain as much practical experience as possible, is currently working at Wembley Stadium. With little previous practical experience in sportsturf, John has turned out to be one of the most motivated and successful students in his year - a first year National Diploma in Turf Science and Sportground Management.

As if the hallowed turf of Wembley were not enough, John plans to gain yet more practical experience, this time in golf course management and maintenance, when in 1992 he will travel to Florida.

JOHN WAITE  
**Nominated by Askham Bryan College**

John Waite was chosen by Askham Bryan as demonstrating leadership abilities in class as well as genuine interest in greenkeeping, a subject for which he shows great enthusiasm and which he reads and devours well beyond the needs of his current course. 'A likeable character', says course tutor Nick Bisset, 'who has the ability to get on with people and to impress his will on others'. John is 27 and has worked for Leeds City Council since leaving school. Currently at Temple Newsam, possibly the busiest municipal course in the county, he is first assistant. He has completed City and Guilds in Horticulture Phases I-III with credits and now is on Phase II of The Greenkeeping City and Guilds, with plans to progress to the Phase III Management curriculum.

A golfer, he believes this gives him an understanding of the needs of players and the ability to be more critical (and therefore more professional) regarding his own course.

ALAN MORGAN  
**Nominated by Oatridge Agricultural College**

Another YTS graduate, Alan left high school to begin work in general agriculture, working on a dairy farm whilst attending college in blocks. From this encouraging start he attended Oatridge, first taking a certification course in Agriculture (for which he was awarded a cup for 'Most Improved Student') followed by a course in Agricultural Engineering. On both courses he received SCOTVEC certificates.

Now an assistant greenkeeper at Craigmiliar Park Golf Club, he has completed three further years of study in Greenkeeping, qualifying in June and again being awarded a cup, this time as 'Best Third year Practical Student in Greenkeeping'. His hobbies are fishing and 'learning golf' and his ambition is to work as a course manager on a prestigious golf course, preferably abroad.

TONY BENNETT  
**Nominated by Plumpton Agricultural College**

Course Tutor, David Blackmur, declares 27 year old Tony as this year's star pupil, indeed he was voted 'Student of the Year' during completion of his Phase II Greenkeeping and Sportsturf Management, which he took on block release. Now his aim is to progress further with a view perhaps of moving into Europe as a course manager, and to this end he will shortly begin Phase III.

What is equally praiseworthy is the fact that Tony joined Canterbury Golf Club in 1987 as an assistant, working under John Millen and having some of John's wisdom rub off. When John moved away to undertake course design and building, Tony applied for and was appointed as Canterbury's head greenkeeper! Visitors and members alike have nothing but praise for this knowledgeable and likeable character, a man who cannot stop learning and who nurtures the fine turf at this Harry Colt designed course to near perfection.

DAVID CAUL  
**Nominated by Teagasc College of Amenity Horticulture**

What better entry into greenkeeping than to have a father who has been a greenkeeper for 40 years! David works with his father as an assistant greenkeeper at The Island Golf Club, Corballis, County Dublin, some 10 miles from his home in Malahide.

The Island has been his base for the past three years, having trained as a mechanic and qualifying with City and Guilds in Mechanical Engineering whilst working as a part-time assistant during college training.

Now David cares for all the machinery at The Island and is responsible for repairs and maintenance, a task well suited to one with such impressive qualifications.

Currently participating in a City and Guilds Greenkeeping and Sportsturf Management course at Teagasc College, David has completed one year on block release and is declared by College Principal, Dr Paul Cusack, as 'progressing very well'. He likes to play golf and visit other golf courses, both abroad and in Ireland.
GTC APPROVED COLLEGES

SPARSHOLT COLLEGE
HAMPSHIRE

GREENKEEPING & GOLF COURSE
MANAGEMENT TRAINING

Sparsholt is unique in offering a wide range of full and part-time practical training, including:

Full-time Courses

- BTEC National Diploma in Golf Course and Sportsground Management (3 years)
- National Certificate in Greenkeeping and Sportsground Management (1 year)

Part-time Courses

A full range of day, evening or residential block courses.

For further details contact:
The Courses Adviser, Sparsholt College, Hampshire, Nr Winchester, Hants S021 2NF Tel: 0962 72441.

Sparsholt is a Greenkeeper Training Committee Approved College

Cannington College

A BIGGA APPROVED TRAINING CENTRE

- Greenkeeping and Sportsturf Management - Phase II level, Block Release.
- Enterprise Management - Greenkeeping - Phase III level, Block Release
- Short Modular Courses tailored to the Industry

For details and application form
Contact NICK RIGDEN at CANNINGTON COLLEGE, BRIDGWATER, SOMERSET TA5 2LS
TELEPHONE 0278 652226

WELSH COLLEGE OF HORTICULTURE

The Welsh Approved College serving the training needs of the Greenkeepers in the principality. (Approved also by the W.G.U.).

Courses on offer at the College:

- Phase II Greenkeeping & Sportsturf Management - Block Release
- Phase III Enterprise Management - Block Release
- 1 Year Full-Time BTEC First Diploma in Greenkeeping
- Specialist Short Course - FEPA Certification

For further details contact:
Graham Wright. Fax: 035286 731. Tel: 035286 861

Warwickshire College of Agriculture

offer the following specialist courses in GREENKEEPING

Day-Release over four years leading to CITY AND GUILDS OF LONDON INSTITUTE GOLF GREENKEEPING qualifications:

- ADVANCED NATIONAL CERTIFICATE IN GREENKEEPING
(One year, or over two winter periods)

For further information please contact:
The Registrar, Warwickshire College of Agriculture, Moreton Morrell, Warwick CV35 9BL. Tel: 0926 651367

PATTISSON & CO LTD

Manufacturers & Suppliers of Golf Course and Driving Range Equipment.

Practice Mats to Ball Collectors.

Hole Cups to Tee Markers.

The Complete Range

Send for Catalogue

PATTISSON & CO LTD
342 Selbourne Road, Luton, Beds LU4 8NU
Tel: 0582 597262. Fax: 0582 505241

GOLF COURSE SIGNS

Designed to your own specification. Strongly manufactured. Maintenance free, chip resistant, club motif if required.

Choice of colours

Ring now and just let us know what you need

A C & M Birch Ltd
Golf Signs
Unit GH1, Platts Lane, Burscough, Lancs. L40 7TE
Telephone: Alan Birch 0704 896177/892997
There is an old agricultural saying that the farmer's boot is the best fertiliser. As many of my remarks, which seem to me to be incapable of misinterpretation, obviously need to be explained, it should be made clear this does not mean that farming should revert to ploughing with horses, but that there is no substitute for experience. Better crops will result more from cultivation and planting at optimum times than by analysing soils in laboratories and applying a little bit of that and some more of the other! Walking out onto a ploughed field, kicking it and declaring that it is fit for cultivation will produce better results than talk of trace elements and special fertilisers, once the basic crop needs have been met. Too many of those who lack experience think all grasses require the same fertilisers and all that golf courses need is more fertiliser.

The analysis failacy

Statements that 'grass needs a balanced diet of nitrogen, phosphorus, potash and micro-nutrients' are, like many apparently self-evident truths, subject to qualification. We need to know how much, how often, and in what form. Frankly our best grasses need so little that it would defy a computer to work out the microscopic proportions. It is not who has misconstrued the facts, but as ever, those who have only a fleeting knowledge of our problems. I am the first to agree that where grasses are grown hydroponically on sterile sand-only greens and soil analyses are based on the fact that even today there are no criteria saying exactly what good golfing greens require, either seasonally or in total. All we do know is that they will survive and indeed thrive on soils so low in fertility, as measured in terms of chemical analyses, that few other plants can live and we arrive at a monoculture situation, representative of our best golf courses.

I should stress that my reservations apply only to chemical and not physical soil analyses. The importance of correct structuring of soils and avoidance of de-structuring by massive earth-moving, all too characteristic of 'American' course construction, has been known and understood for a century and is no new invention of the soil scientists!

What, after all, do soil analyses tell us? Assuming that sampling has been fully representative — and that is a bold assumption — at best it tells us the levels of lime, phosphates and potash (plus, if you are sufficiently naive to think that they are of any significance save on sterile pure sand greens, trace elements) in the soil being tested — always assuming that the analysis can be supplied quick enough for it to have any realistic significance. What it does not tell us is what the grass needs and what should be applied.

Statements that 'grass needs a balanced diet of nitrogen, phosphorus, potash and micro-nutrients' are, like many apparently self-evident truths, subject to qualification. We need to know how much, how often, and in what form. Frankly our best grasses need so little that it would defy a computer to work out the microscopic proportions. It is not who has misconstrued the facts, but as ever, those who have only a fleeting knowledge of our problems. I am the first to agree that where grasses are grown hydroponically on sterile sand-only greens, this is a different kettle of fish. Such turf is entirely dependent on what it receives at close and regular intervals, be it water or nutrients. If such nutrients, including micro-elements, are inadequate the grass will die. The ill effects of lime in terms of encouraging what the grass needs and what should be applied. Vive and indeed thrive on soils so low in fertility, as measured (at lower levels especially) over 1000 ppm. Around 10 ppm or even less, yet Royal Birkdale greens, even some of the best, are far too rich in plant nutrients. The ill effects of lime in terms of encouraging what the grass needs and what should be applied.

I emphatically dispute Ken Siem's statement (letters — August issue) that there are a lot of phosphorus and potash deficient courses throughout the world — at least there are none in Britain or Europe! How does he come to terms with the fact that there are millions of acres of fine turf in Britain, Northern Europe, the mild climates of the U.S. Pacific coast or even where it has been tried in New Zealand. It also demands high cost maintenance, is prone to thatch and disease and is easily invaded by alien grasses, except where hot summers preclude their co-existence. What really annoys many of us is that those few cases where Penncross is claimed as producing perfect putting surfaces are either under-played or shut in critical winter months. What is worse, pure sands are kept that way in some cases by the admitted illegal use of banned pesticides and merciful fungicides. Penncross is fine where there is no winter or else no winter golf because of ice and snow. Elsewhere, when it is sold (at present it is illegal to do so) it should bear a warning: this seed will seriously damage your pocket.

So far as the USGA Green Section specification is concerned, it should be recorded that for 25 years greens have been constructed to a slight modification of the spec. to enable construction to be mechanised, and thus cheapened. We simply cannot afford to build greens by hand as is deemed necessary when using only 4" thickness of 4mm gravel, which is soon driven into the green base and lost in mechanical operations.

No-one has presumed to title these greens 'USGA Spec.' but many hundreds of eminently satisfactory courses bear witness to the efficiency of the modification, which essentially is only one in relation to a deeper depth of larger stone, blinded of course (with two layers when particle size demands) to stop infiltration of the sand-soil root zone mix. One hopes that no-one will go on thinking that the USGA Spec. means pure sand and Penncross. It emphatically does not. Further, if anyone dares to suggest that British greenkeepers lack the skill and ability to look after Penncross — when it is lack of budgets and resources which cause their difficulties — I may well be less than restrained.

We could do without advice from overseas visitors who lack the humility to recognise that they know very little about our grasses, climate, soils or indeed the way we play the original version of the Royal and Ancient game. In doing so they think they can transplant their specifications instantly and without modification and ignore all the work at all levels put in for more than a century — indeed since greenkeeping started — which can be equated with the general use of the reel type mower.

'Ve rejected the concept of the infallibility of soil analyses over 50 years ago, long before computers became everyday playthings and before most of my critics were born'
Every Autumn leaves are a problem. They can ruin your efforts to keep turf looking its best. They can make playing surfaces unplayable and amenity areas an untidy mess.

Now there's a new turf sweeper range from Ransomes. There are ride-on and trailed models giving you the option of high lift emptying. There's also a pedestrian sweeper with hydrostatic drive for exceptional manoeuvreability.

Thousands of users on the continent have chosen these sweepers for their efficiency. For you too, whether you are cleaning up leaves, grass cuttings, litter or cores they will give the cleanest finish.

But there's no need to take our word for it, contact your Ransomes dealer for more information and a demonstration or ring us on 0473 270000.
HUGH TILLEY looks at sweepers, leaf and litter collectors

Let's get this place CLEANED-UP

THE MACHINERY available for cleaning litter, leaves and grass is almost as diverse as the situations for which it is required, with each machine having its own particular strengths and weaknesses. The range extends from lightweight blowers through brush sweepers to vacuum collectors and from push models through the many tractor mounted or trailed implements to self-propelled machinery.

After a brush or rake, the most basic form of sweeper is the pedestrian operated push type (lawn) sweeper costing about £100. This simple device has a horizontal rotary brush driven by the wheels and collects debris in a canvas or similar collector. Whilst satisfactory for sweeping leaves or litter from small areas of turf or paths it has its limits - and time and effort are prime amongst them. The next stage in mechanisation is the same device but trailed by a ride-on, lawn or compact tractor. Obviously more expensive, but significantly less laborious and with greater output, such designs are available in widths up to about 5ft. However there are again limitations in use, for instance because they are driven by the wheels with a fixed ratio of brush rotation to forward motion, often causing difficulty in picking up heavy accumulations of wet leaves. Use of the height adjustment and making several passes usually results in an acceptable job, though this negates most of the economies of labour-saving machinery.

There are other options - like using a ride-on rotary with a collector. Many of these operate extremely efficiently having good suction built-in, usually because they have a separate suction fan. Buying a collector for an existing ride-on in your stable may prove an economic answer.

Going upmarket, to about £4,000, should provide a PTO driven sweeper/collector, or if sweeping is restricted to turf alone, perhaps a flail mower/collector of similar design will offer greater flexibility for other use. Hard surfaces with loose stone precludes the use of mowers - at least as primary collectors - although they may be able to collect from a heap or row.

However there are other relatively inexpensi-
Kubota PTO Driven  
GC550 Vac-collector

15 wholly turf oriented machines may not have such options. If there is a lot of brushing to be done then consider fitting the brush to a loader or front linkage – it's more manoeuvrable and saves the operator's neck.

The next stage in sophistication and price is the brush collector combination. There are a number of such machines specifically designed for turf, these being produced in Britain or imported by well known companies. The buyer should also be aware that there are a number of quite similar machines which are no less effective on turf, these being produced for industrial or environment use. Assuming they are to be used on turf, one important point to consider is the GP – does the prospective machine have sufficient ground pressure? This is where most industrial designs fail.

Another point to ponder is the capacity of the collector. Flail cut grass produces bulk but little weight, thus you may fill the collector within very few yards and then have to travel miles to tip! In contrast, soggy leaves and soil cores weigh heavily and may jeopardise the stability of a tractor mounted machine. Many models can 'high tip' into a trailer and this may counteract lower capacity. Beware of claims that a machine mulches and thus packs more into its collector, for mulched material can be less dense. Of greater importance is the power of the fan and the filler chute.

Flail mower/collectors may be available with a range of flails which include scarifier flails to allow easy cutting and collecting of thatch in one operation. These machines can cope happily with small branches and twigs.

In contrast, vacuum collectors seldom cope well with such material, though they are becoming increasingly popular, especially for litter picking. If your course is one where 'events' take place they may well be worth consideration. The trailed models are likely to be most popular for golf courses because of large capacity and ready availability of a tractor. A flexible wander hose attachment is perhaps more important than the ground head, however it must either be light or balanced by the boom, of suitable length and diameter and with some form of suction control from the nozzle, such as a slide, to admit air above the intake. Any ground head should have quick and easy control of height, preferably from a tractor seat – a modification which is normally easy to make. Some makers can also supply a brush sweeper to enhance the vacuum head.

Flotation tyres suitable for turf are essential but may not be the normal fitment, however it is the overall weight which can be carried on the wheels which is important. Self-propelled ride-on and pedestrian operated vacuum sweepers with brushes are also readily available, but with few exceptions are more applicable to hard surfaces.

Thus to obtain a clean sweep the first requirement is to define the areas and debris which need gathering, this long before selecting a suitable type for demonstration. Asking colleagues of their experience using specific machines costs little more than a 'phone call yet can save an expensive mistake. Half the hassle of getting a machine which does not do the job is the frustration in knowing too late that you selected the wrong machine in the first place.
A tonic without being a pick-me-up.

Fisons new Greenmaster Liquid and Seafeed liquid products bring new standards of quality and performance to the market. Both are specially effective where a green is under constant use and using granules may result in 'pick up' on bowls or golf balls.

Where conditions are particularly dry, new Greenmaster Liquid combines Greenmaster’s premium performance with the rapid 'green-up' and flexibility of a liquid — while new Seafeed is a wholly organic turf tonic which stimulates root growth and aids water retention. New Greenmaster Liquid and Seafeed from Fisons — a real cause for liquid celebration.

Fisons plc, HORTICULTURE DIVISION, PAPER MILL LANE, BRAMFORD, IPSWICH, SUFFOLK IP8 4BZ.
TEL: (0473) 830492 TELEX: 98168 FIBRAM G FAX: (0473) 830046.

Greenmaster and Seafeed are Trade Marks of Fisons plc.
Chasing a `fast food’ version of the USGA spec green

by JAMES T SNOW
National Director,
USGA Green Section

The Great Debate

Far be it for me to cloud the issue of USGA Green Section Specifications for a method of putting green construction by stating the facts, but one must start somewhere.

The ‘Great Debate’ taking place in Greenkeeper International is certainly the best place for such discussion, but the poor old greenkeepers and their bosses must come to a decision eventually regarding what is best for them. All I can do is help shorten the odds against failure and future high maintenance costs. Where else to get these facts than from the horse’s mouth and my money is on Jim Snow, National Director of the USGA Green Section, which is responsible for these specifications. Jim has been quoted recently as saying ‘while there is nothing foolproof in this world, USGA greens are by far the safest bet. For all the criticism, no-one has come forward with a scientifically based, time tested method that is better, or comparable’.

(The full text of Jim Snow’s article is printed below).

My message to readers of Greenkeeper International is this: if you want USGA greens, stay away from anything that smacks of “modification”, otherwise take your chances, but don’t call them USGA greens.

Since there is no other standard for greens construction, (Jim Arthur has come closest with articles on the subject) I hate to contemplate what other nomenclature may arbitrarily come from golf course architects, course builders, committees, greenkeepers and others willing to compromise and risk long term successful results. Fortunately, the Joint Golf Course Committee for ‘The Way Forward’ is setting up a Technical Panel which will be strong enough to state which way is forward in this great debate.

USGA specifications were developed in 1960 after years of scientific study and have been under constant review, bearing in mind new data being discovered due to the huge amount of time and money the USGA is investing in turfgrass research. There should be a packed house at Harrogate when BIGGA hold their January Educational Conference, for I understand that Dr Norman Hummel from Cornell University and Stanley Zontek of the USGA Green Section will present papers. Of all the previous lecturers from abroad who have come to sell their ideas, this will be a refreshingly rare treat from the most authoritative of foreign sources. In fact, Dr Hummel is taking a sabbatical from his university to work for the USGA in creating the next revision of the USGA Method of Putting Green Construction.

So, if my words have failed to make an impression, I encourage you and all other interested parties to attend the Harrogate Conference when BIGGA will give you the chance to hear it for yourself.

The author, Eric Shiel, is the Executive Director of the Joint Golf Course Committee.

Chasing a ‘fast food’ version of the USGA spec green

It’s come to this: After listening to golf course architects, builders, superintendents, and others complain endlessly about USGA specifications for green construction and watching them modify the specs a hundred different ways to meet their own desires, I’ve decided that what these people really must want is a ‘fast food’ version of the specs!

What constitutes my definition of ‘fast food’ specs, you ask? It’s simple. Green construction according to the ‘fast food’ method must be all of the following: It must be easy, fast, cheap and foolproof.

Unfortunately, building greens is not like flipping burgers. If you look around long enough and set your standards low enough it’s possible to find restaurants that serve food that meets all four performance characteristics. If anyone tells you he can build greens that meet all four standards, though, my advice would be look elsewhere.

It’s not hard to find greens built with the first three characteristics mind – easy, fast and cheap. They’re the ones that often fail and must be rebuilt, or else cost many times their original expense in terms of extra maintenance costs, poor quality turf, aggravation and unhappy golfers.

The fourth characteristic – foolproof – is the standard the smart money goes with. It means building a green according to the method most likely to succeed, ensuring good drainage, resistance to compaction, consistently good turf conditions and, with maintenance, decades of good performance. It means a method of construction based upon good scientific principles and years of proven field experience; in other words, the USGA method of green construction.

Why wouldn’t everyone build foolproof greens? Some critics say that USGA greens are too difficult, time-consuming and costly to build. But are these criticisms justified? Let’s take a look:

Easy – USGA greens are fully described in a 24-page booklet. Laboratory personnel and Green Section agronomists are available to answer questions and provide other assistance. Sure, it takes some planning and co-ordination to build USGA greens and it takes more steps that the alternative fly-by-the-seat-of-your-pants method. But which method is actually easier? With USGA greens all you have to do is follow the directions. One point in favour of the USGA specs.

Fast – It’s true, building a USGA green is not the same as deciding to get in your bulldozer, pushing up some “native soil”, planting some grass seed and calling it a green. It requires seeking out the best materials, allowing time for laboratory testing, mixing the components carefully and following through with all the details to ensure success. One point in favour of the critics, but nothing that some planning couldn’t change.

Cheap – Okay, the best materials sometimes cost more and it could cost a few hundred more for lab, testing and a few thousand more for the time to put down the intermediate course sand layer. And let’s go first class and hire a quality-control person on a costly green construction project. The extra cost for doing it the right way to ensure long-term success is usually less than 10% of the total. Another point in favour of the specs.

Foolproof – Admittedly, there is little that is foolproof in the world, but USGA greens are by far the safest bet when it comes to green construction. For all of the criticism, no-one has come forward with a scientifically based, time-tested method that’s better, or even cheaper.

During the past year we’ve heard from every imaginable corner of the game about how the USGA ought to change its specs to make them easier, faster and cheaper. Not surprisingly, most recommendations best served an individual’s needs, rather than the needs of golf courses for top-quality greens. Rest assured, however, that the USGA is not going to put its name on construction methods designed primarily to make green construction easy, fast and cheap – without including the foolproof. If we ever endorse ‘fast food’ green construction techniques, it will only be after extensive scientific investigation and extensive field testing – and after the fat and cholesterol have been removed too!
Prescriptions for the OLD GREEN SYNDROME

Sitting in the stands at Augusta National for the 1991 Masters, DAVID WHITE chanced to sit beside Cutler Robinson Jr., a golf course superintendent and member of the Golf Course Superintendents Association of America. Inevitably conversation centred around the perfection that was all around, the American dilemma of demanding slicker and slicker greens, and eventually to a discussion of Cutler's own course, an old established Club in Virginia. "I've had problems that would tax the very being of the fellows here", he said, "and would love to share them with my fellow greenkeepers on your side of the Atlantic". Here then is Cutler's answer to his little problem, one he calls 'prescriptions for the old green syndrome.'

Maintaining quality bent putting greens in south eastern Virginia is a very arduous task. Extreme heat and humidity throughout the summer months are very common, making management difficult. Elizabeth Manor Golf and Country Club has 'old style' greens which compounds this problem, characterised by heavy soil and lack of internal drainage. Many of these old greens also have shade and air circulation problems and are often too small for the amount of play they receive.

Reconstruction seemed a logical solution to the management dilemma of maintaining these traditional old style greens, but fear of losing the architectural integrity of the golf course and the expense involved precludes this approach. Besides, contemporary methods for putting green construction can create many more complicated problems than those associated with old greens.

Upon my arrival at Elizabeth Manor in 1986, I found the greens prone to Poa annua and algae infestations, mostly due to extremely poor internal drainage. The implementation of a deep aerification programme with the Verti-Drain provided quick yet temporary relief. The greens would take approximately three times the amount of water to reach field capacity as they did before, but anaerobic soil conditions were still common following heavy rainfall during the hot, humid months.

After the first summer I decided to begin a programme of drain tile installation into the existing greens. The poorest draining greens were selected to be done first. The sod was stripped and trenches dug in predetermined areas. Drain tile was installed and backfilled with stone and then sand/root-zone. The sod was then replaced and the greens were soon ready for play. The drain tiles from the greens were coupled with a solid pipe and daylighted in an appropriate location.

The precise management of irrigation throughout hot and humid periods is critical in these parts in order to maintain quality putting surfaces. The stringent and judicious application of water creates a healthy environment for turf survival. Dry greens put better and withstand more traffic than wet, soggy greens. Hand watering and the use of wetting agents were found to be necessary to prevent turf loss from localised dry spots.

I subscribe to the view that the application of nutrients should be based on the requirement of the plant. Micronutrients and biostimulants have proven invaluable here in maintaining healthy greens through stressful periods. Certainly, old style greens will afford the greenkeeper more flexibility in this area when compared to sand based greens, which have poor nutrient holding capacity. The analysis of tissue as well as soil are again, I believe, essential aspects of a sound management programme.

Cultural practices such as shallow and solid cube aerification are still very important in the areas of thatch reduction and improved evapotranspiration. The incorporation of sand through topdressing, especially following aeration, will improve the infiltration of water through the soil profile.

The demands of the golfer for faster greens is a goal we should not shun too quickly. A dry, closely cut green that is ideal for putting will also have excellent surface drainage and improved evapotranspiration. Achieving double digit stimpmeter readings during environmentally stressful periods is no easy task, but every effort to do so will be appreciated by your employers.

The management problems associated with old style greens are very simple in nature compared to the problems created through contemporary methods of construction. By managing the environmental factors affecting the maintenance of old style greens, such as internal drainage, shade and air circulation, you can save your golf course it's original architectural integrity - as well as saving money.

J. Cutler Robinson is a Certified Golf Course Superintendent by the GCSAA and President of the Old Dominion Golf Course Superintendents Association. He has a B.Sc in Resource Management with Agronomy.
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A NEW KIND OF INSURANCE POLICY FOR GROUNDSMEN AND GREENKEEPERS

Mascot Absorb 500 is a revolutionary new product from Rigby Taylor to help you deal quickly and effectively with damage caused by accidental spillage and leakage to your valuable Fine Turf Areas including Greens and Tees.

Mascot Absorb 500 is an insurance policy you keep close by you at all times – just in case!

To find out more about Mascot Absorb 500 talk to Rigby Taylor.

FREE 0800 424 919
...and how the men of West Kilbride brought it back to life

The prospect of staging the Scottish Boys’ Matchplay Championship with only 16 greens was never really a starter and Jim Paton knew this only too well. It was foolish even to contemplate, yet on January 5th 1991 this greenkeeper’s nightmare came true, caused by a monstrous storm dumping its full icy wrath directly over West Kilbride golf course during the afternoon. The destruction took less time than it takes to play a round of golf, the desolation indicating a score of ‘two under’, two holes gone to a watery grave. Yes indeed, a 16 hole championship course seemed a distinct possibility.

Subsequent reclamation of the course, including those sectors that were literally hurled into the raging sea, was of such military order and precision that the accomplishment might have drawn admiration from General Stormin’ Norman himself.

The day started peacefully enough, though trouble was certainly brewing in the air and no golfer ventured out that day to tackle West Kilbride’s fair links, which = 22
84 days – from total wreck

On previous page: a view of the 14th green looking northwards during the eye of the storm.
Above: the same scene today

Above: What was left of the 14th tee – and what it looks like today, five months later

Same viewpoint, five months apart – but the dry stone wall to the left of the pictures is the only constant feature.

21 – are slap bang along the seashore of the Firth of Clyde and within sight of the Isle of Arran. Local wags are prone to quip 'if you can see the Isle it's going to rain, if you can't, it's already raining!'

At 1pm the storm eye hit West Kilbride, stripping vast chunks of golf course adjacent to the shore into the sea and dumping what was later called the six 'esses' – salt, silt, sand, shale, shells and seaweed – onto what but a few hours before had been the brightest jewel of golfing excellence twixt Troon and Greenock. The whole episode brought a brand new meaning to coastal erosion.

Men of West Kilbride – especially greenkeepers – are made of stern stuff and under the guidance of head greenkeeper Jim Paton, a masterplan was in operation within hours. Reviewing the aftermath, Jim's first priority – since golfers will insist on playing their little game come what may – was to remove the hundreds of tons of detritus and wash away as much of the turf damaging salt water as was possible.

West Kilbride is no Titanic and there was never a thought of sinking, but Ayrshire is not Georgia and West Kilbride certainly doesn't have Augusta National's budget, machinery or manpower resources. This then was an exercise in hard graft, together with commandeering every available tractor, trailer, Cushman, wheelbarrow and willing shoulder.

All hands to the deck as the workforce sweated through the chill (it was January, remember) gave Jim hope that his primary aim – to speed recovery as swiftly as possible for member play – would soon be achieved and indeed, within 24 hours, the course rang once again
The clean-up begins ...and is completed

to the sound of persimmon striking balata.

Damaged greens were nurtured back, though salt seemed unlikely to evaporate over a few days and this did cause problems of patchiness and burn-out, with traces still visible on two or three greens when I visited the links in June. The putting surfaces however, somehow miraculously remained firm and true.

Soon earth movers and excavators were scurrying across the wrecked beach, some good perhaps coming from the disaster in focussing attention, sharper than any plea made in council chambers, that erosion was a problem that would not go away. Subsequent efforts reveal solid progress made in dune and foreshore battle-ment re-enforcement, together with new tees and surfaced walkways immediately adjacent to the shoreline.

Like many a good drama this one had its happy end-

ing, for on April 1st - just 84 back-breaking days after the tempest - a proud Jim Paton and a relieved Club committee presented a rebuilt West Kilbride, complete and looking fresh as a young bride, to the cream of Scotland’s youth for the Scottish Boys’ Matchplay Championship. It would be grand to report the day loomed bright and sparky but it was not to be. The heavens opened once again and it rained and rained and rained - so much so that the Isle of Arran disappeared!

Somehow it didn’t seem to matter to the boys, all of whom declared the event a great success, though there were sore backs nursed by Jim’s stalwarts who stormed the breeches yet again, this time manning squeegees in their successful efforts to keep greens water-free.

There’s something about the cannie Scots, don’t you know. It’s called PRIDE.
Who's who in BIGGA

HARRY DIAMOND
The epitome of a true Scot, Harry Diamond is a ruddy faced and exceedingly jovial character (I use the term unreservedly, for he is a character) who nevertheless has about him a serious side. Not for him the chasing of rainbows to the ends of the world, as so many of his countrymen are apt to do, for Harry has found his niche in greenkeeping in his home location of Ayr, where for the past 21 years he has worked for Kyle and Carrick D.C., currently as head greenkeeper, Belleisle and Seefield GC.

His record speaks volumes for location longevity for in all his long career - he is 61 - he has maintained a record that is one for the books; beginning with 11 years at Glasgow Gailes followed by 13 years at Bognside, 11 of those as head greenkeeper. His proud claim is that this first promotion brought him the youngest ever head greenkeeper in Scotland at that time.

The bug must have bitten early, for Harry worked on a course during school holidays, 'far better than compulsory potato picking' he recalled, before promptly moving into the business proper when schooling was over. Glasgow Gailes was his launching pad and he vividly remembers their kindness. As an example, during National Service in Malaya he saw a 'plane overhead dropping a wee parachute which missed the target and landed in a river. Scrambling in full clothes, Harry discovered the pack contained a soggy 'fiver' - an unexpected Christmas bonus from Glasgow Gailes and a fond reminder of happier days back home. 'What do you do with a soggy 'fiver' in Malaya?', I asked, 'dry the bloody thing and take it home' he chortled, 'it was the most welcoming bonus I've ever had'.

Like most people who hold office Harry is a busy man. He still plays golf to a handicap of four (he was scratch for 30 years) and seemingly thrives on a diet of committee work that includes chairmanship of the Scottish section, working closely with the Ayrshire section and contributing years of wisdom and understanding to the Liaison Committee of Ayr College. Like most elder statesmen in his profession, Harry applauds the strides being made in greenkeeper education and although he didn't exactly spell it out, I formed the impression he's just a mite sorry the generation gap precludes him from such educational opportunities.

For the future, again not surprisingly, his enthusiasm is tempered by realism in acknowledging that the Association's main goal must be to attract more members. How to achieve this is another matter but his views are firm and unyielding. 'Greenkeeper International plays a vital part - indeed, the vital part - and its credibility is our strong and lasting link', he said. 'We owe it to members and prospective members to establish a more lasting structure with longevity as the key.' I asked if he preferred the statement to be 'off record' but learned that his view was a passionate one, indeed one that he expressed most vehemently. 'It's what I believe' he insisted, 'and I'm sure that my views are echoed by others on the board'.

Perhaps my lasting impression is that Harry will make his remaining term a meaningful one, for as they say in politics 'even a week is a long time'.

BARRY HEANEY
If Harry Diamond is the elder statesman, the ever youthful Barry Heaney appears as the young pretender. I'd known Barry as a fine golfer but realised little of the big contribution he has made, and continues to make, as a member of the Board of Management. His appearance belies his age and one might be forgiven for disbelieving that he is 55 years old.

Barry began by giving the Greenkeeper International team a little pat on the back for achievements attained in our brief reign, echoing previously expressed views, but I was not to be easily led down this path, wanting to learn more about Heaney the man. Is he going to be reluctant to 'spill the beans' was one thought that crossed my mind.

Not so, for here is a man in love with his profession and he enthuses over it like a teenager over his first motor car. Like many fine greenkeepers, Barry has found his perfect patch, Wortley Golf Club, where he has happily worked as head greenkeeper for over 19 years. 'It's such a good place to work that I plan to remain until my retirement' he said, 'they are as understanding as any Club could be and are totally supportive. They are like good friends'.

Quite apart from thoroughly enjoying his chosen career, Barry has enjoyed a long lasting love affair with the game of golf itself and is its most enthusiastic exponent. 'I first took to the game about 30 years ago', he grinned, 'though as any good Yorkshireman should, I was 'blooded' into cricket first and enjoyed a few good seasons before taking up the sticks'. He is, dammit, one of those for whom the game came naturally and though never once having a lesson, played to single figures within 12 months and has maintained his strength of purpose by remaining thus, playing now to a handicap of eight.

To get to his proud position of head greenkeeper - and to maintain it - Barry worked hard at educating himself in the intricacies of his craft, though his tuition was of the night school variety and he opined that the opportunities of today were just not available to him as a youngster. It was largely down to IGQ courses, which were the best, indeed probably the only courses available in his time and his appetite for learning was voracious. 'If I could wave the magic wand', he said, 'I'd make college education compulsory for new incumbents to our profession, further I'll ram home the thought that burns within me: greenkeepers, get involved in everything the Association does and you'll get the best out!'

Magic wand waving just once more, Barry wished that rank and file golfers would understand that greenkeepers don't sit, hollow tine or top dress greens for amusement, but for their lasting benefit. 'How nice it would be' he concluded, 'if they appreciated the situation, rather than heaping scorn on our efforts'. And so say all of us.
There is an air of excitement around the greenkeeping fraternity that is positively boiling. Already we've experienced some of the most electrifyingly close battles in greenkeeper golf at Royal St David's, venue for the ICI Professional Products sponsored BIGGA National Tournament, where a single stroke separated players in the gross competition and handicap players demonstrated skills often beyond their wildest dreams. Clearly the ICI Professional Products Tournament was a great success.

Fine tuning of skills continues unabated for the forthcoming Iseki Championship finals to be held at Hillside on September 12th and whilst none could have failed to be impressed by the strength of play of those who have battled through the many rounds in order to reach the pinnacle, the question remains on everyone's lips - who will be the Iseki Champion for 1991. Greenkeeper International will be at Hillside to catch the players in action and a full report and pictures will appear in our next issue.

But that's not all, for just two weeks later the venue changes again, moving to the delightful Fulford course on October 2nd for the Ransomes International Greenkeepers and Superintendents Tournament. This will be the seventh such tournament, with a select and hugely talented field culled from the best of greenkeeper golfing skills around the world, each bent on proving national superiority in a team competition that has no peer. Competitors will also enjoy a BIGGA Seminar at Aldwark Manor on October 1st, given by an international panel of speakers and entitled "Environmental Considerations in Golf Course Management". All this, together with a spirited two day entertainment programme, suggests a promise of something quite extraordinary.

Finally the scene changes yet again, with successful British greenkeepers, who earned their laurels by finishing high in their class at Royal St David's, competing in the Kubota Team Challenge at the Belfry on October 17th. BIGGA's team have a successful record in this event and will be keen to wrest the Trophy from last year's winners, the Club Secretaries, who took the BIGGA held trophy from the Stewards in a cliff-hanging final.

To them all, good fortune with never a three putt. May they return laden with trophies, honour and glory...
To Neil Thomas:

Thanks very much indeed to you and members of the Association for their very valuable service provided at Royal Birkdale during The Open Championship. Certainly the bunker raking between matches has now become an accepted part of The Championship and makes things much easier for the players and their caddies. This is so important to those in a following match, who find that bunkers have been left in a fair and consistent condition.

We look forward to having you all with us again next year.

MICHAEL F. BONALLACK
Secretary, Royal and Ancient Golf Club of St. Andrews

To all those who gave valuable help at The Open, particularly with divoting and bunker maintenance:

All BIGGA greenkeepers were very smartly turned out and a true credit to the Association. I am most grateful and again my sincere thanks.

TOM O'BRIEN
Head Greenkeeper, Royal Birkdale Golf Club

I was most concerned to read in your interview feature (July, pp. 23-25) with Bruce Jamieson, that turf sterilisation using methyl bromide is suggested as a greenkeepers technique to kill Poa annua in greens. Gassing greens with methyl bromide by greenkeepers is illegal in the United Kingdom and is also a highly hazardous process.

Special equipment is needed for its application and the chemical may only be used by professional operators trained in its use and familiar with the precautions that must be observed. Methyl bromide is subject to the Poisons Act 1972 and Poisonous Rules 1982.

I consider your article to be lacking by the omission of this important information and request you publish this letter in order that greenkeepers may be aware of the hazard presented by gassing with methyl bromide.

Head Greenkeeper, St. David's Golf Club

The question must be asked: has the Championship Committee failed miserably in one of their main briefs, namely as the body responsible for maintaining the courses? I refer to the poor state of a number of greens at Royal Birkdale during The Open Championship.

The main complaints from players were: inconsistent green speeds and differences of colour on individual greens, making them difficult to read.

The question must be asked: has the Championship Committee ignored the advice set out in the R&A's document 'The Way Forward', compiled by leading greenkeepers, agronomists and others concerned with the condition of our championship courses or, as seems more likely, have they succumbed to pressure from the PGA and media? The latter seem heavily influenced by American values including colour and lighting-fast greens.

If the pro. golfer requires putting surfaces that have constant stimpmeter readings, with regard for the player, then greenkeepers must make sure he is in, then surely he requires synthetic turf to play upon.

If we are to take the advice of Payne Stewart and 'tear the greens up and replace with bent grass', the outcome would be greens suitable for play over just four months each year. The remaining eight would be taken up with overseeding, causing constant disruption to the putting surface, and die-back as a result of winter play on dormant grass. I find it incomprehensible that someone earning vast sums on the putting surface knows so little about the surface on which he works.

As the oldest golf championship, The Open has always been played on traditional links where bent and particularly fescue are commonplace. This will remain as long as our putting surfaces are not shaved to meet the demands of a stimpmeter, cam-era lens or golfer who cannot change his game to prevailing conditions.

I hope this will not be regarded as pompous, rather a viewpoint from the practical stance of a greenkeeper who understands the burden places on our courses and upon those who maintain them once the cameras and professionals have had their fill.

BERNARD FINLAY
Course Manager, Portstewart GC.

This letter also appeared in The Daily Telegraph under the heading 'pampered pros must adapt'.

As the August issue had nothing to say about Birkdale, I feel some statement is necessary about the sorry state of Birkdale's greens for The Open. Surely it is in the interest of every greenkeeper in the country to know exactly what went wrong.

I am prompted to ask this after reading (Tom O'Brien profile July) that the aim was to have firm, fast greens for The Open. To my mind they certainly were not firm!

JAMES PEACE
Head Greenkeeper, Newburgh on Ythan GC.

Mr Peace implies that Greenkeeper International has failed by keeping quiet. Not so, as he will see in this issue. This magazine, like most monthlies, is prepared and laid for press at least two weeks before publication. The Open finished on the 21st July, one full week after editorial deadline. It speaks wonders for our production team that two colour pages were set aside in order to include my latest photo montage of the Andy Balfour at Royal Birkdale, this being achieved without delay to publication day. The luxur-y of overnight reporting is something that must be left to the national dailies – Editor.

I heartily agree with your astute comments (July editorial) but feel one point of contention was overlooked. The so-called consultant was saying that he would like to see more university graduates overseeing young greenkeepers. Not so, say I, for after finishing college and passing exams these younger greenkeepers need the guidance of older and more experienced greenkeepers, men capable and willing of passing on their wide knowledge of local soil conditions and weather patterns.

As an example, the spring of '91 caught out many greenkeepers with little prior knowledge of the effects of cold, dry conditions on the growing cycle. I myself run a small upland 9 hole course single-handed and by using my knowledge of such spring conditions, often experienced in this corner of the country, managed to keep my greens in excellent condition whilst others were suffering with bare greens.

On a different subject, I think the industry is losing sight of golfers' real needs and that maybe they don't want to play on huge, fancy complexes. My own experience suggests that the ordinary golfer is happiest on a simple parkland course where he can tee off on grass, play two shots to the green and putt out on a good putting surface, all at a reasonable green fee.

E GRAINGER
Melrose, Roxburghshire, Scotland

The exchange of information and knowledge is one that BIGGA positively encourages. Perhaps the greatest stumbling block is a reluctance on the part of many greenkeepers to admit to a colleague that they have a problem and could use some guidance. On so-called championship courses, you touch a raw nerve. Having teed up on some architectural nightmares built only for Supermen, especially those in America, I have no desire to return and lose another cluster of golf balls – and my self-esteem – Editor.

FOOTNOTE: The receipt of so many letters of congratulation for the National Tournament is hugely satisfying and I join with those involved, especially at Royal St David's, 1CI and Head Office, in acknowledging the writers concerned. Space limitations prevent the publication of such letters, encouraging and flattering though they are, and so with heartfelt appreciation for your generous com-ments, we thank you one and all.
If you’ve got one of these...

Having a compact tractor is one thing – using its versatility is another. That’s why Iseki have a full range of attachments to suit your tractor. Attachments designed with your tractor in mind, the right working width for the best productivity, matching tractor to attachment to enable you to get the job done on time – every time.

There are machines for the builder and landscaper, machines for councils and local authorities, a range for golf course and sportsground maintenance, all because Iseki know what you need, to make the most of your tractor.

Iseki attachments, because no matter what make you’ve got, we’ve got more of a range, for more of your jobs – no wonder Iseki are the driving force for professional grounds care, horticulture and landscaping.

If you don’t have a compact tractor yet – we’ll even help you with one of those too!

To: Iseki UK Ltd., Broadway, Bourn, Cambridge CB3 7TL.
Tel: 0954 718981. Fax: 0954 719731
Please send me more details on Iseki Attachments

Name
Address
Tel. No.
Dan Haas, Director of Sta-Brite Supplies Ltd, was 'tickled pink' at news just announced that Sta-Brite have been awarded Main Distributor status by Rhône-Poulenc Environmental Products.

This prestigious distributorship can be seen as recognition of Sta-Brite's prominence in the south as major suppliers of turf care products. Equally gratifying must be the news that sales are growing 33% each year, despite the so-called current recession.

Garfitts are back... and after over 200 years of manufacturing scythes and mower blades of all kinds, this is good news indeed. The new owners, Gerald and Trevor Brooks of Turf Machinery Ltd, have purchased the business assets and will continue producing quality cylinders, blades, parts and grinders from Cross Scythes Works in Sheffield.

The company will be now known as Garfitts International.

Aitken's Sportsturf Ltd have moved, their new depot in Sherburn-in-Elmet, North Yorkshire giving them a fine edge by being close to most motorway networks. As main distributors for many major manufacturers, the new base will help them to increase market penetration, whilst continuing the personal service for which sales specialists Norman Sheddon, Peter Fell and Tony Kvedaris are famous. Telephone: 0977 681155.

After trading for 21 years as Sachs Dolmar (UK) Ltd, Britain's largest independent supplier of outdoor power equipment will change its name to Outdoor Power Products Ltd. The new name more accurately describes the company's widening product range, which includes chain-saws, shredders, rotary mowers, brushcutters and those clever Robin Dagger soil ameliorators.

I admit to being sold on the versatility of skid steer loaders, more so since watching the Bobcat range perform so famously on new bunker building at Pennyhill Park G&CC last March.

It's good news then, especially for those in the golf course construction industry, that Bobcat-Melroe Europe have introduced a second larger model in their 50 series, the 853, with an operating capacity of 771kg. Details from Bobcat-Melroe on 0455 251725.

The newly-introduced Bobcat 853
The Golf Course Construction Industry, like many others, is cyclical. Last year, and to a certain extent this year as well, the steady increase in the number of new golf courses available to golfers was maintained, with the only noticeable difference in '91 being that as banks and financiers began to draw in their horns, several highly publicised and ill-conceived projects ground to a halt.

These bank inspired closures gave the national press something of a field day in highlighting the often more imaginary than real problems and gave great joy to so-called 'environmental guardians', who took delight in shouting golf is bad for you. Not only are golf courses a bad financial risk, they howled, but just look at the effect on the environment!

Curious then, it seems to me, that the most desirable houses in the country are often found in our beautiful English countryside nestling close to or on a golf course, itself a haven and often last preserve of certain rare or endangered species or flora and fauna.

Bankers must live somewhere and they are often the lucky ones enjoying such residential delights, sad then that their actions and those of the misleading environmental issues should have muddied the otherwise clear water.

Pressures on the environment cannot be overlooked by any thinking and responsible body and thus it is...
Beautiful endings from machinery-scarred beginnings. Are such developments really the work of 'the devil incarnate'?

'Our industry is environmentally friendly and we continue to be the envy of many other industries'

29 galling to those in our industry, who spend their working lives enhancing the landscape, to hear that within the space of a single year our work is now that of the devil incarnate. Certainly we know we must respect the countryside, but the issue of carte blanche directives and inaccurate statements does no good to anybody, save that of giving one environmental pressure group a chance to score brownie points over its rivals.

How many of the pessimists and killjoys, I ask myself, have ever made contact with the BAGCA, BAGCC, BIGGA or governing bodies of the game to establish just how practical - or indeed how necessary - their proposals and demands really are? We know for certain that local planning authorities will listen to sensible proposals outlined by organisations wishing to protect our countryside, but how will they know which organisation is right?

I concede that the lobbyists have a point about Trojan Horse developments. They are not what our industry is about and are best left to property speculators, who should properly be divorced from the golf course industry. However, given the 1,400 or so granted applications for new golf courses, how will local authorities judge and compare those applying with the right sort of land in the right place to those already granted in the wrong place?

As an example, I know of one county where 12 new courses have been approved and that - thank you very much - is quite enough! Does this strange sort of logic now preclude the one good site that is sensibly drawn up, located in a prime position (where golfers can travel easily) and on the right land? Do not think I am advocating an opening of the flood-gates, but to illustrate my thinking I know of one site where a partially-built course is described by locals as being smack in the middle of a bog! It seems unlikely ever to be completed, but should it be, the players will need to emulate Jacques Cousteau.

My point is this: the bog is registered as a golf course and forms one of the total for which permission has been granted. Its presence gives a distorted view.

Balance in newspaper narration is very important but since the recent rash of 'let's bash golf' reports in the tabloids, I haven't seen a single report of the good side and wonder where the reporters are hiding. My feelings run high on such irresponsible journalism and I know that some local authorities are having their judgement clouded by misinformation.

Our industry has the right information to hand and longs to give out the good news - the many successes - but no-one wants to listen.

Here, for those tabloid reporters who may chance upon these words in Greenkeeper International, are the good tidings.

The standard of new courses is improving every year, we are meeting the demands of new players and golf is still relatively inexpensive at the pay and play end and seemingly attractive at the private and very exclusive end. Massive attention is being paid to environmental and archeological issues, a good example being the introduction of barn owls to a new course in the Midlands. Our industry is environmentally friendly and we continue to be the envy of many other industries, with a growth potential that is quite staggering.

We believe golf occupies a very special place in our national way of life and that development tempered with good husbandry and caring attitudes has a very long way to go before ever reaching saturation. We hope the irresponsible pundits may begin to understand and will soon change their tune to one that heralds golf is good for you.

• Mark Pierson, is New Developments Manager at Brian D Pierson (Contractors) Limited.
MACRO SERVICES

DO YOU NEED A TEE REBUILT?
A GREEN RESHAPED OR CONSTRUCTED,
BUNKERS REVAMPED OR DRAINED
OR
MORE SUBSTANTIAL CONSTRUCTION WORK?

If you do, we can help. Macro Services have established an excellent reputation over a number of years after successfully completing work on numerous courses, including ROMSEY GOLF CLUB and HOCKLEY GOLF CLUB.

SPECIALISTS IN GOLF COURSE CONSTRUCTION

8 Purkess Close, Chandlers Ford, Hants S05 2ED
Tel: (0703) 261960 or 0860 805526

AD REF 309

S. E. DAVIS & Son Ltd

est. 1956

- Specialists in mixing USGA spec sand/peat Root Zone mixes
- Multi-belt Powerscreen with Shreader available
- Plant hire supplied with drivers experienced in Golf Course Construction

IS THIS YOU?

If you are experiencing difficulty in mixing sand/peat/topsoil for your green and tees

CALL IN THE EXPERTS

Hire our new 'specially designed' system to mix materials to any given ratio.

Call us NOW for a free quotation

Please contact Andy Davis (0527) 893343 or 892716
Mobile 0831 268547

Sedlescombe, East Sussex TN33 0SD

AD REF 336

Golf Build (UK) Ltd

EUROPEAN GOLF COURSE CONSTRUCTION

Telephone: (0424) 870888
Facsimile: (0424) 870855

Sedlescombe, East Sussex TN33 0SD

AD REF 177
pesticides continue to be used widely – sometimes seemingly indiscriminately – both in commercial applications and at home.

Information often scattered in many different and inaccessible sources can now be found in one volume, written by Andrew Watterson, who is entirely independent of the agrochemical industry and who has investigated the regulatory controls over pesticides and the availability of pesticide health and safety information for ten years.

Drawing on international sources, this comprehensive work of reference brings together for the first time a wealth of key research findings on the health and safety hazards posed by pesticides. Covering toxicity, practical pesticide application, protective clothing and the long term effect of chemicals, it puts forward some sensible alternatives to widespread pesticide use.

More than 200 data sheets outline the potential dangers of specific pesticides now in general use and whilst not an exhaustive medical, chemical or technical guide to the hazards of pesticides, it does fill in some of the basic gaps in information on the dangers and ensures that research which is often hidden away in technical libraries reaches a wider audience.

The book will allow users and consumers to make up...
their own minds about the various assessments of pesticides hazards made by governments, international agencies and non-industrial scientists.

Not only an essential health and safety handbook for everyone involved in regular handling, it is of particular relevance to those whose task it is to ensure that safe use is carried out at all times.


A comprehensive manual on the use of wild flowers in amenity grassland has been published by Johnsons Seeds of Boston. Written and edited by Geoff Taylor, after years of careful research and practical study, it is set fair to become the definitive publication in this field.

The British Wild Flower Manual, illustrated throughout with line drawings, caters specifically for the professional seed specifier, landscape designer or those for whom a practical knowledge of the subject will bring rewards in creating an improved and more attractive environment – golf courses, for example.

The first part of the Manual sets out ground rules on wild flowers, provides advice and recommendations on mixtures and their use and offers a 10 point action plan. But by far the largest part, listing over 80 questions on wild flowers with detailed answers, covers the design, creation, management and subsequent maintenance of flowery amenity grassland.

Questions and answers are split into 20 different sections dealing, for example, with definitions, planning, soil nutrients, invasions, species, sowing, mixtures and management – to name but a few. Such presentation allows the reader to dip-in to the text at random to obtain an ‘instant answer’. Also included is a check list and action plan which acts as an aide memoir before users commit themselves to mixtures more complex than monocultures.

The Manual concludes with a comparison of costs between flowery grasslands and conventional amenity grass swards and a useful bibliography for further reading.


Each year the Rules of Golf Committee meet to revise – and in some cases simplify – the Rules of Golf. Few would argue that golf rules are often too complicated, certainly if one is to believe the huge amount of time and temper expended at any weekend medal post mortem. The rules are meant to be obeyed, but how, they ask in unison, can we interpret and really understand them... therein lies the sixty four thousand dollar problem! The book, ‘Golf Rules Illustrated’, issued as an official publication of the R&A, faces that problem and cleverly takes the reader through many of the more common gaffs – obstructions, O.B., water hazards, loose impediments, casual water, lost balls, unplayable lies – giving a visual answer to these and many other problems. Quite simply, every golfer should have a copy in his bag.

Stephen Goode in action and collecting his prizes from ICI Professional Products’ David Siddon, and from Ransomes’ Sue Royle

Right – Trevor Davies: winner of Pattisson Trophy for low nett over 36 holes
Below – Gerald Bruce presented with Techturf runner-up award by Gordon Rolfe

Steve Sullivan – winner of Toro Trophy for low gross over 36 holes

Mike Heath presents head greenkeeper of Royal St David’s – Roger Kerry – with Vitax Putting Trophy

Mark Smith: winner of Fisons Bowl, low nett 18 holes
The good thing about professionals – greenkeeping variety – is that unlike their prima donna counterparts performing in that circus known as The Tour, they are prone not to criticise greens, rough, sand texture, weather or the totally disturbing flutter of butterfly wings from a distant meadow. As both players and keepers of the green they have that rare gift known as empathy.

The choice of Royal St David’s at Harlech, a gem of a course located in that corner of North Wales known for its mountain grandeur and stunning scenery, proved inspirational for BIGGA’s National Tournament and provided head greenkeeper Roger Kerry the opportunity to show competitors what real links golf was all about.

Roger had declared his course plan earlier: to provide a fair test of golf with no trickery and so it was, with never an adverse comment, or indeed cause for such. His course presentation, viewed panoramically from the high balcony of St David’s Hotel, was a portrait to behold, with clever use of mower swathes both on fairways and greens all directed at just the right angle to catch the direct line of our vision.

Players were chomping on the bit to get to the links for Sunday practice, each later declaring their own particular game plan. Without exception, thinking golfers opined the course to be one where accuracy of tee shot was all, for just as the fairways were in fine fettle and the greens tempting and offering just the right amount of pace, so was the rough certainly rough enough!

The first day and nerves seemed on knife edge, aggravated a mite by an unwelcome invasion of wind and rain and the necessity for full waterproof regalia. It was tough for everyone with both late and early birds declaring they had the worst of the weather, though posted scores (recorded here in nett form) suggested that some had it mastered, others clearly baffled. Notable leaders on this difficult day were Mark Smith and Don Major on 69, Steve Stewart on 70.
Silver collection: Jubilee Trophy winners the East Midlands team - Roger Willars, Richard Barker and Stephen Goode - also winner of the ICI Professional Products Trophy and the Ransomes Cup – with Mark Smith, winner of the Fisons Bowl and Barry Holt, winner of the Tecturf Trophy

35 - Sullivan on 70 and a trio comprising Mark Diment, Stephen Goode and Trevor Davies on 71.

Day two and on again with the waterproof garb, our Welsh hosts, bless 'em, quick to point out the rain is an aberration and will quickly pass - we much less sure! Scores again from the sublime - a talented few - to a veritable gagger of high numbers from the field. The links was living up to its reputation and did not 'give' easily, good scores having to earned. Come sundown the board reveals three 71s from Mark Ellis, Gordon Payne and Trevor Davies (again). The post mortem suggested many players in with middling 70 scores were still very much in the hunt, each day being played both cumulatively as an individual 18 hole total, and spirits were high.

High spirits are the order at any BIGGA banquet and that left us gasping, together with a generosity of purpose that included many of their trade and business associates, who had all contributed magnificently to the awards table. I've been to hundreds of such dinner cum presentations in my time, but have never witnessed such a huge and magnificent trophy profusion as that of the Association and its sponsors and hosts, ICI, pushed the boat out in a way particularly the green staff, our gratitude and congratulations, to Barry Holt - 76

Over 55s (36 holes)

Don Major - 148 nett

The Vitax Putting Trophy: Roger Kerry - First Jimmy Richardson - Second

The Paisley Trophy (36 holes)

Handicaps 15-28 inc.

Trevor Davies - 142 nett - First Mark Ellis - 145 nett - Second

The Ransomes Cup (36 holes)

Handicaps scratch-14 inc.

Stephen Goode - 142 nett - First Michael Hughes - 145 nett - Second

The Toro Trophy (low gross 36 holes)

Steve Sullivan - 153

The William Hargreaves (SSIS) Cup - Final day:

Barry Holt 74-70 - First

Don Major 78-7-71 - Second

Stephen Goode 84-57-221 - Third (on countdown)

The Jubilee Team Trophy Roger Willars, Richard Barker, Stephen Goode - East Midlands

The ICI Professional Products Trophy (54 holes gross)

Barry Holt 228 - First Gerald Brose 229 - Second

The ICI Professional Products Trophy (54 holes nett Senior)

Stephen Goode 216 - First Michael Hughes 217 - Second

Don Major 219 - Third

The ICI Professional Products Trophy (54 holes nett Junior)

Mark Diment 219 - First Mark Ellis 221 - Second Trevor Davies 227 - Third

Special Prize (54 holes nett)

Trades ex greenkeeper: Terry Anderson 219

High spirits are the order at any BIGGA banquet and that held at St David's Hotel in the evening was no exception. Our sponsors and hosts, ICI, pushed the boat out in a way that left us gasping, together with a generosity of purpose that included many of their trade and business associates, who had all contributed magnificently to the awards table. I've been to hundreds of such dinner cum presentations in my time, but have never witnessed such a huge and magnificent trophy profusion as that of the Association and its generous donors. The festivities were spiced with short, humorous speeches and the presentation of an award to Roger Kerry for his wonderful course presentation, before being crowned to perfection by the full might of the Cor Godre'r Aran Welsh Male Voice Choir, the night ending, quite literally, on a very high note indeed!

We knew it the moment dawn broke - the day was pure magic – and hope sprung eternal in the heart of every golfer. Would the pressure of leading the field be too much for Trevor Davies? Would someone leap from the pack for the coveted 54 hole Tecturf (gross) and ICI Professional Products (nett) Trophies? Who would be crowned Putting King? We were soon to find out as time and again players demonstrated true determination and 'stickability', holding their games together while the going got tough and at last we were acclaiming the winners.

That mighty atom, left-hander Barry Holt, excelled as never before to take the Tecturf Trophy with a gross total of 228, whilst Stephen Goode won the ICI Professional Products Senior Division with 216 nett. Mark Diment, ever reliable, scored 219 nett to capture the ICI Professional Products Junior Division, with Royal St David's head greenkeeper and undoubted man of the week, Roger Kerry, the cliff-hanging winner of the Vitax Putting Trophy, a sudden-death sixth hole victory against the ever exuberant Jimmy Richardson.

This then was golf of the highest order played on a wonderful course steeped in character. To the Club and especially the green staff, our gratitude and congratulations, to ICI Professional Products, our generous sponsors, three hearty cheers. Finally, to all competitors - the winners, the losers, the might-have-made-its and if-onlys... well played!
Bigga and Better Offers

For less than a third of equivalent High Street print shop price, you can have 200 Business Cards which contain your name, golf club and home address and telephone numbers, plus BIGGA's logo proudly emblazoned in red, blue and black! Example shown is smaller than actual size.

To order, complete the Order Form card in this issue and post it to BIGGA with your cheque for £19.95.

THE OFFICIAL BIGGA UNIFORM

Blazers BIGGA Blazers (including badge) NOW available through our new supplier – order straight away!
Order No. B16..................£87.95

Glenmuir Sweaters Sizes: 36” – 50”
Order No. BO1.............£27.95

Glenmuir Mull Shirts
Short sleeved. 100% cotton piquet.
Sizes: XS - XXL
Colours: Candy, Navy, Jade, White, Brilliant Blue, Peppermint, Ferrari Red, Peach, Sky Blue, Light Yellow.
Order No. BO4..................£15.95

Glenmuir Moffat Shirts
Short sleeved. 60% cotton /40% polyester. Can be worn with or without a tie.
Sizes: XS - XXL
Colours: Light Yellow, White, Burgundy, Jade, Pale Blue, Navy, Black, Stone, Peach, Candy, Ferrari Red, Bermuda Blue, Peppermint, Sky Blue, Oxford Grey, Ascot Blue.
Order No. BO3..................£14.95

Glenmuir Polo Neck Shirts
Sizes: XS – XXL
Colours: Pale Blue, White, Navy, Ferrari Red.
Order No. BO5..................£13.95

American style T Shirts
Order No. B06..................£6.95

Glenmuir Polo Neck Shirts
Order No. B09..................£11.95

Tie Bar
Order No. B13..................£2.95

Visor
Order No. B11..................£4.95

Lapel Badge
Order No. B14..................£1.95

Ladies Scarf
Order No. B15..................£6.95

Kangol Woollen caps only £8.95 – save over 25% on shop price.
Colours: Black, Navy, Beige, Maroon.
Order No. B12..................£8.95

BOO K S


Specifications for a Method of Putting Green Construction, written by members of the USGA Green Section staff and edited by William H Bengeyfield..................£25 inc postage

TO ORDER Simply complete the Order Form card in this issue and post in an envelope, enclosing a cheque made payable to BIGGA. Prices include VAT, postage and packing.

British and International Golf Greenkeepers Association
The Grove, Potters Bar, Herts, EN6 3LB.
Telephone 01707 262777. Fax 01707 261864.
One hundred years of engineering excellence and a record of innovation has put Kubota in a powerful position in Britain. Kubota compact tractors are leaders in the field. Kubota diesel and petrol engines provide the power for leading companies. And Kubota mowers—ride-on and walk-behind—are leading the way in small gardens and large estates. But the power of Kubota is evident not just in the products themselves. Kubota power has created one of the most extensive customer support resources in the country, with a massive investment in parts and service through a dealer network which is second-to-none. These are powerful reasons for choosing Kubota. And they lead you to one conclusion. If you want to succeed, follow our lead.

PLEASE SEND ME MORE INFORMATION WHY KUBOTA LEADS THE WAY.

NAME:
ADDRESS:

KUBOTA (UK) LIMITED
Dormer Road, Thame, Oxon
OX9 3UN Tel: 084421-4500
Fax: 084421-6685

THE POWER THAT LEADS
The object of a course review is to provide accurate information to aid decision making by the management committee. As in any business, those elected or appointed to manage have a responsibility to allocate both financial and human resources. That is to say, how the money will be spent and what work will be done.

A comprehensive course review will allow for a defensible statement of proposed course changes by the management committee and should act as an insurance against pressures for ad-hoc changes by the persuasive and vociferous few.

Pressures to install additional course features are a regular problem for the committee and generally come from members who have admired a particular feature on another course. Their next step is to discuss the idea with their playing partners to decide which hole should receive the benefits of their considerations. Soon they are convinced that their proposal would result in greater visual enjoyment and also improve the playing quality of their selected hole.

At this stage they are likely to canvass support from fellow members who, wishing for a non-controversial life, readily agree. With this additional backing they approach selected committee members and ask for their idea to be presented to the management committee. As in any other committee, the committee members will generally agree, if invited, without really considering how the money will be spent and what work will be done.

What they often fail to consider is: would the suggested feature suit the style of their own course and how would it affect the playing difficulty of the selected hole? However, even if rejected, there is still danger that it may be resurrected in early autumn when a winter programme of work is being prepared. It is at this very moment that the benefit of a course review will allow ill-considered suggestions to be discounted.

A comprehensive course review is definitely not a one man job, for if one person were to investigate all the selected features the first report would be out of date before the last was complete. It will not be the product of a walk around the course, nor will it be the product of a single project. Because of the number of course features involved it is the bringing together of several individual projects.

When the concept has been agreed the management committee will select a project co-ordinator. He will need to be a 'Mr Fix It' who has extensive knowledge of members' abilities and interests, together with an ability to match talents to individual projects.

Recruitment of suitable labour should not be difficult, as there are growing numbers of members who have taken early retirement. Many will have skills which they would be happy to use for both the benefit of the Club and for their own personal satisfaction.

Together with the project co-ordinator, the management committee will select which course improvements are to be included in the review. Whilst each feature is important in its own right, it is prudent to consider each one individually before allocating priorities. To this end, consider if it would be prudent to change the playing difficulty of a hole without considering the effect on Stroke Index?

Even though the emphasis of the review will change according to the type of course, most will almost certainly include hole indices and such basic features as greens, tees, bunkers, irrigation and drainage.

At about this time the project co-ordinator will be preparing for individual projects by collecting information from office archives. During the search it will become apparent how little detailed knowledge is available, for most courses are up-to-date drawings of the golf course and its features.

It is prudent at this stage of the review to take advice from those best suited to give it – such as the STRI – and a telephone call or discussion with the agronomist during his annual visit will reap rich rewards. He will be able to suggest suitable reading from their own extensive list of publications and supplement discussions with some of their own excellent advisory leaflets.

Mr Lidwell's comments regarding course reviews are no doubt well-meaning, but he makes no mention of involving the most important man of all – one who knows the course better than all others – the head greenkeeper. Further, such 'alterations' often change the essential character of a course to such an extent that the course ceases to represent the intentions and ideas of the original architect.

Before embarking on any major course alterations it is, in my opinion, wise to reflect long and hard on the thinking behind the architect's original concept. If the alteration proposed is major surgery, an architect sympathetic to the original architect's plans should, of necessity, be commissioned. Too many Club golfers fancy themselves as golf course architects, with their mistakes and follies' glaringly apparent on courses throughout the land – Editor.
FINE TURF TOP DRESSING

A GUARANTEED HIGH QUALITY TOP DRESSING BLENDED TO CLIENT SPECIFICATION

A controlled mix of sandy loam mineral soils & washed river sand to aid fertility & facilitate aeration & drainage.

Fortified with copper & zinc for increased resistance to fungal diseases & a faster recovery rate for affected greens.

Low pH encourages growth of selected grasses.

Iron content hardens sward & greens without flush growth.

Will not layer out & cause root break.

Easy to apply & spread without dusting.

For full details and samples contact:

J. & S. THAMESIDE LTD. HORTICULTURAL DIVISION. THAMESIDE HOUSE, SCHOOLFIELD ROAD, WEST THURROCK RM16 1HR. TEL: 0708 861194

a CAIRD environmental product

When the sun goes down...

Watermation sprinklers pop-up

For the best in automatic irrigation

Watermation Ltd
Tongham Road, Aldershot, Hants GU12 4AA
Tel: 0252 336838 Fax: 0252 336808
A tongue-in-cheek observation from Willie Blair, a greenkeeper of the bold school

Quick way to God-like wisdom

I often wonder if members of BIGGA think as I do, that the excellent greenkeeping education I have received over the past years has been a complete waste of time?

When I recall the vast number of years I’ve spent in greenkeeping, the educational lectures attended, the nights and days (including weekends) learning my craft, about grass species and how to treat and cut them, the technology of new machinery and products, applied man-management, water measurement and application, together with time spent on absorbing technical articles and journals, I am prompted to think ‘what a waste of time it all was’.

Who needs education? Anyone can look after a golf course, so why are we sending our youngsters to college? Surely now is the time for us clever greenkeepers to really start using our brains.

Instead of education and college attendance, take a look at my tip for the future. My unique way means no more lectures, more time with loved ones, more time for leisure, more time for golf.

How do you do it? It’s easy: Become a member of a Golf Club. Within weeks you will know all there is to know about grass, fertilisers, machinery and everything else associated with a golf course. Better still, be a talker and soon your friends will vote you into Club office. Looking for more? Okay, this is the big one. Persuade the Club officers you are the man for the job of green convener/chairman.

Believe me, you will become an expert overnight, with nothing missing from your knowledge. You will have total command of the subject, in fact you will be far more expert than the green staff and instantly capable of instructing the head greenkeeper on how the course should be managed and presented and how it can all be done on a shoe-string.

Weekends will become even better, for you will sit around the clubhouse following your round, taking well-earned praise from friends on the condition of your course. Members will buy you drinks and thank you for keeping the course open during the last tidal wave, dismissing the little matter of having to wear wellington boots. ‘How could the educated green staff be so stupid as to suggest closing the course for such a little water’ they will say, and you will agree, echoing the cries of ‘never!’ ‘So what if it snows, we can always use yellow balls, can’t we?’

Believe me, my finest education has come from listening to the golf club member: what he doesn’t know about greenkeeping is not worth knowing. So fellow professionals, forget about training and education, we don’t need it. To be an expert you need just one qualification: membership of a Golf Club.

Willie Blair, Kingsknowe Golf Club
(a greenkeeper, not a member!)
Keep dry when it’s wet in our special
RAINSUITS
Supplied by top manufacturers ProQuip.

Comfortable, practical and stylish – that’s the all-weather Neptune II rainsuit specially designed for greenkeepers and guaranteed to keep you dry. Now BIGGA have teamed up with manufacturers ProQuip to bring you these weatherproof jacket and trouser sets at an unbelievably low price. They’re available in Navy/Silver or Navy/Jade with different styles for men and women. And because of a cancelled export order, orders for women’s rainsuits will be supplied with an extra pair of trousers – absolutely free! These quality workwear garments are fully guaranteed for a year. All rainsuits are supplied complete with BIGGA logo – as seen on national TV at Royal Birkdale during The Open.

UNITED OFFER - ORDER TODAY
EXCLUSIVE price for BIGGA members only:

ORDER COUPON

Name: 
Address: 

Please supply Men’s style Rainsuit
Colour: Navy/Silver □ Navy/Jade □ Size: Small □ Medium □ Large □ XX Large □

Please supply Women’s style Rainsuit
Size: 10 □ 12 □ 14 □ 16 □ 18 □
Colour: Navy/Silver □ Navy/Jade □

Cheque enclosed for £...

made payable to BIGGA. All trousers are Navy coloured. Prices include postage and packing. Clip this coupon and post with payment to BIGGA, Aldwark Manor, Aldwark, Aist, York YO8 2NF. Photography this form, or write the details on a plain piece of paper, if you don’t wish to cut up your magazine.

D & E TURF MAINTENANCE
TURF AERATION ‘THE EASY WAY’

HYDROJECT HIRE
also
TORO GREENS AERATOR
TORO 52" SEMI-ROUGH CUTTERS
TORO LEAF COLLECTORS and MULCHERS
Contact: Dave Stephenson
D & E Turf Maintenance,
St John’s Schoolhouse, Central Parade,
Shildon, Co. Durham DL4 1DC
Tel: (0388) 772844
(0836) 376944

+++Nationwide Service+++
SURREY

The annual Scotland v England march was held at Lingfield Park GC on July 5th, the result being a three-all draw despite the Scott-

tish Captain having only a week to muster a t

eam. Sorry Robert, it wasn't deliberate, hon-
est! In maintaining a drawn result the Scots
retain the trophy yet again.

My thanks to both Robert Brewer for Scot-

tand Terry Huntley for England, for noble

efforts of captaincy and to Jim Russell and his

staff for preparing the course for the match.

Additionally, a big thank-you to the new own-
ers of Lingfield Park for their generosity in

allowing us the use of their facilities.

* Creditable certainly, but we would do well to

remember how the greatest of all golfers, Bobby
Jones, when praised for throwing the ball at

himself on one occasion, became indignant.

There is only one way to conduct yourself in
golf' he said. 'You might as well praise a man for
not robbing a bank' - Editor.

The section AGM will take place at Latham
Grange GC on Tuesday November 26th, with
32 tee times reserved - prior to the AGM - on
the new course, starting at 11am. Places will
be on a first come, first served basis and com-

petitors will be split into two teams on arrival.

The new course at Latham Grange was opened
in June of this year, has a par of 66 and will be
in operation throughout the winter whilst the
old course is undergoing essential mainte-
nance.

Any section member wishing to enter the
competition to win a trip to either BTME or
the National Conference should remember
that forms must be returned to Ian MacLeod,
21 Hartfield Street, Tain, by November 30th at
the latest.

GORDON MOIR

SOUTH WEST

The prize for the most improved course in
the country has just been won by Kevin Green of
Filton Golf Club. Kevin joined this Bristol Club
from Wentworth some three years ago and

since then an amazing transformation has

been achieved. A small parcel of land, narrow-
ly bordering Bath, was purchased by Kevin.
The property was then extended to include
Tracy Park GC - his first

birdies and a hole in
one. Fortunes seemed to have improved, for
I have still to meet him in the Huxley Bowl!

GORDON MOIR

Keeping in touch with news and comment from the regions
**AROUND THE GREEN**

43 • sweaters, shirts, ties etc and if anyone would like to see before buying give me a ring – I’ll do my best to arrange a fashion parade.

Please keep plugging away on the recruitment front and if you know of any greenkeepers who are not members please go and visit them. Half rates on subscriptions apply for the rest of ’91, so there’s never been a better time to join!

An autumn/winter lecture programme is being put together at the moment – watch this column for further details.

**PAUL WORSTER**

**SHEFFIELD**

Our annual Summer Tournament over 27 holes was played on July 17th at Hillborough GC. The trophy winners were: Best gross (27 holes) M Scothern 107 1/2. Best nett (27 holes) I Whitehead (should be off single figures) 102. Best nett (18 holes) D Chappell 68. The top four prizes went to: I Whitehead – 102. N Maltby – 105 (on back nine). M Colits – 105, M Scothern – 107 1/2.

We thank Henry Gillespie and his staff for presenting the course in excellent condition and also Hillborough GC for courtesies extended. Also to the catering staff for feeding us so well and so thoroughly. Finally, our thanks to the trade for donating to our prize table in such a generous manner. All in all a fine day enjoyed by everyone.

On now to the regional Iseki final at Keswick GC. The section congratulates B V Lax and J K Kirkham on reaching the pinnacle of greenkeeper golfing – the final at Hillside on September 12th. Good fortune to you both with a special cheer for Barry Lax, who will, I’m sure, be trying extra hard to keep an Iseki trophy in the family after son John’s success last year.

Finally, on a sad note I have to report the untimely death, at the age of 46 years, of David Brown of Wath GC, who died suddenly at the end of May. David was a good friend and colleague who supported section winter lectures as well as tournaments and will be sadly missed by all who knew him.

Our deepest sympathy to his family and friends.

**IAN COLLETT**

**NORTH EAST**

July 24th saw our now traditional annual match against Club Secretaries held at Gosforth GC, courtesy of the committee, for which grateful thanks. The result was a resounding win for the greenkeepers by six to one! Our thanks especially to Jimmy Hayes and his staff for what proved to be an excellent course in greenkeeper form.

Congratulations are again in order to ‘that man’ Craig Kilgour. Not only has he won the 72 hole stroke play County Championship but now adds the Durham County Match Play Championship to his formidable list of titles. This double was last achieved over 30 years ago – well done, Craig!

What more can be said about the North East qualifiers for Iseki honours at Keswick? From the field we have 4 of the 12 who go forward for major honours and just to add salt to the wound, we won the team prize as well! Now let’s hope we do equally well in the final at Hillside.

**JIMMY RICHARDSON**

**MID ANGLIA**

Our Summer Tournament was played at Letchworth GC on July 17th with superb weather adding to the splendid course nicely manicured for us by Duncan and his crew.

I’m sure all those present will echo my sentiments in thanking the Club for attending to our every need and especially to the Letchworth GC Captain, who joined us for our evening of jollity and presented prizes to the following: 1st – P Raynor (Maxwell Hart Prize) 2nd – M Smith. 3rd – F Scullion. Best AM – P Robinson. Best PM – G Boulton.

Once again we were well supported by our friends in the trade, for which many thanks.

Our programme continues with a visit to Hanbury Manor CC on 8th October, beginning at 2pm. (please park at greenkeeping maintenance area).

This is followed on October 30th by 27 holes of golf at Woburn &GCC, the event being also the final of our knock-out competition. The programme will be sponsored by Lodgeway Tractors Ltd and entries may be made via Ken Bunting, telephone 044284 3359.

**GEOFF SMITH**

**DEVON AND CORNWALL**

With the start of our autumn and winter meetings only weeks away, may I remind you to return entries to me as early as possible and certainly by the closing dates, as this makes arrangements with our Club hosts a lot easier. Hopefully by now you will have all received your diary inserts with all our sectional and national events for 1991/92 – this courtesy of sponsors, Devon Garden Machinery.

The region has put together an excellent package for the Harrogate BTME Exhibition and Seminar programme in January 1992 for a cost of only £95. If you haven’t yet booked I urge you to do so now and avoid disappointment.

Finally, I look forward to meeting you all at Carlyon Bay on Wednesday October 23rd.

**RICHARD WHYMAN**

**BUCKS, BERKS & OXON.**

To those members of BB&O who have just collapsed at the sight of this epistle in Greenkeeper International, I apologise… whilst reminding you all that I’m not worth much so it’s not worth trying to sue me!

While on the subject, there are probably many humorous and/or theories as to the reasons for the lack of BB&O reports in the magazine, so I will take this opportunity to put the record straight.

First, it was felt that with the inception of our own newsletter the need for national reports would be less, especially as these tended to be submitted late and were – in effect – little more than out of date golf results. Due to communication problems, what few reports that might have been become none, so after a minor re-shuffle within the committee I’ve somehow managed to land the ‘plum’ job of communicating to all of you out there in greenkeeper-land.

My first aim is to write reams of boring rubbish so that you will never feel the need to read anything pertinent to your section again. Unfortunately, this could be seen as self indulgence.

As usual, we have a rich and varied calendar of events planned – yes, you’ve guessed it, golf, golf and more golf! This starts with our matches against other sections, as well as the real ‘crunch’ match against Club secretaries within the section. These are always highly entertaining, so don’t just sit there thinking about it, get involved by ringing our Captain, Dave Childs, on 0296 624068 and see your name is forward. On that point, if there are other BIGGA sections that fancy a thrashing at golf, give Dave a call and we’ll try to organise a raiding party.

On the horizon is our Autumn Invitation at Sonning GC on October 16th and a later date – November 5th – for our day at The Berkshire. These are both sure to be over-subscribed so enter early and look for details in your newsletter.

Our Summer Fourball Competition for the Rigby Taylor Trophy is well under way now, with a few notable early victors in Heads and Porter from Frilford Heath and Childs and Goodchild from Ellesborough, together with dark horses Collins and Reeve from Sonning. All will unfold as the season progresses, climaxing with the final at Frilford Heath in November, a great Rigby Taylor day. Our thanks to Roger Bowles for his hard work in making the event possible and if last year is a yard-stick, it will be another great day.

A reminder that our 1992 Gentlemen’s Dinner will be at Frilford Heath in February, cost about £20, with D.J.s or lounge suits the dress order of the day. Interested? send a £5 deposit/reservation to Bob Woodward, 19 The Green, Burnham, Bucks. SL1 7BG.

That just about wraps up my first G.I.L. report, but if anyone has any comments they would like me to ignore – sorry, consider – please do not hesitate to contact me. The name is Ray and the number is 0628 34095.

**RAY CLARK**

**KENT**

It is rather sad that our Summer Tournament, scheduled for play at North Foreland on July 17th, was cancelled.

It would perhaps be simple to say that its demise was due to lack of interest, although we may have more detail at a later date. Though that particular meeting was cancelled, you may rest assured that the Autumn Tournament at Knowle Park will positively go ahead.

For those who feel the need for summer golf, why not contact your fellow greenkeepers at other courses and arrange a visit combined with a spot of competition? From past experience, if approached in a correct and proper manner, most Clubs are very hospitable to greenkeepers. Always remember to take your BIGGA membership card with you and remember...
Our thanks for a most interesting and enjoyable afternoon were voiced by our chairman, Graeme Patrick and echoed by us all.

One thought about Collingtree - if the golf isn't going too well the trip round the buggie track will compensate.

Our next fixture is the Rigby Taylor Trophy to be held at Sleaford GC on September 11th.

COLIN SWINGLER

SOUTH COAST

Little news of association members has come my way since our Summer Tournament so just a reminder regarding our Autumn Tournament: Venue: Hockley GC, Winchester.

Date: Tuesday October 15th (please note, this is a change from the date published in the fixture list). Format: AM 18 hole Foursome. PM 18 hole Greensome. Each member is requested to bring along either a non-greenkeeper amateur partner from their Club, or a fellow greenkeeper from another Club. Fee: £16.50 per person. Closing date: October 5th.

Applications, together with handicap details and fee to: Joe Burdett, 40 Church St, Fontwell Magna, Shaftesbury, Dorset SP7 0NY. Telephone: 0747 811439.

Fixture cards listing all sectional and regional events for 1992 are available upon request. Please let me hear from you so that you can fully participate in your Association's activities.

BOB DENNIS

EAST ANGLIA

Our travelling band gathered at Royal Cromer on a damp day in June. 'An improvement already', I hear you cry, for this was only rain and our last was a monsoon!

I must say that everyone at Royal Cromer made us extremely welcome with Roger and his men preparing the course to an excellent standard. There was wine on the table - courtesy of the Club - and a liqueur from the president. The Club captain said it was a pleasure for them to entertain us, for which we thank you sir, recognition at last.

Needless to say, the locals 'cleaned up' in the golf with even their steward playing yet still finding time to prepare the grub. Good lad!

Someone remembered to bring back the Kings Shield, so we thought we'd play for it and the results are as follows: 0-18: 1st Dave Wilkinson 36. 2nd Michael Fance 35. 3rd H G Wells 35. 19-28: 1st Steve Pigott 39. 2nd Tony Tyrell 38. 3rd Mike Kenyon 26. Guest results: 1st Dave Sego 41. 2nd G Smith 41. 3rd Phil Wilkinson 42. 4th H G Smith 41.

Someone was taking orders for tee shirts with a suitable lowering of tone, for - honestly - the caption was "greenkeepers like a bit of rough!" Anyone want one? shh... see me. Steve Piggots wore one but it was his birthday and we all sang for him.

On a serious note, Ernie Hart was missing from Cromer, his wife having sadly passed away. Our sympathies are with you at this time, Ernie, and we hope we shall see you at our gatherings again ere too long.

We took an unprecedented step by giving Toddy a stroke back for age... poor devil couldn't climb up one of the tees and we mustn't be too heartless. Prizes were donated by Rigby Taylor, CMW, Ransomes, Colliers, DOE, Pattisson, Chris Toolbrook and Olcock. Thank you sincerely, especially Royal Cromer, it was our pleasure and privilege.

Some dates for '92 - yes 1992 - are Woodbridge in June, Colchester in August and Eaton in October (might have some greens by then, might I add). Trying to get Bungay for April but have yet to phone Mick to pave the way.

Nice to have a cheer for one of ours at The Open. Who? Robin Mann of course. Robin is son of Wally Mann, head greenkeeper at Rushmere, who is currently waiting to have a hip operation. Hope all goes well for Wally and well done Robin, keep up the good work.

MICK LATHROPE

NORTHERN

As summer passes quickly by we are almost at the end of our golf fixtures, though there are still some places left for the Autumn Tournament at Garforth.

Your committee are endeavouring to locate the whereabouts of a trophy presented to the section by Jeff Maswood, formerly of Scartho.

Can anyone shed light on the location of this silver salver? Please call me if you have any information.

I am sure you will be saddened to hear that long standing Northerner, Mick Hegarty of Long Ashton, has suffered a heart attack. The best wishes of all section members go to Mick in the hopes of a speedy recovery.

BOB LUPTON

EAST SCOTLAND

Dunbar GC was the setting for the first committee game, playing for the 'Eddie Holt Memorial Trophy', donated by Eddie's daughter Rosemary. Eddie, who passed away suddenly in April '89, was on the East Scotland committee for many years and thus it seemed fitting that this trophy remain within the committee. Our grateful thanks will always go to Rosemary and her family for such a kind gesture.

Once decided on date and venue, our search widened for a sponsor. Word was put round and in stepped our faithful friends, Frew & Co. of Edinburgh. It was they who provided transport, lunch, tea and 'light refreshments', with Colin McGeorge and Kenny Hunter designated 'teetotal' drivers, as well as...}
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Also massive stocks of Nursery Grown plants. Call us for stock list and advice.

FAX 0442 890275

RUSKINS TREE MOVING LTD

Also our Tree Spades on 4 x 4 Tractors transplant trees on site economically.

nursery stocks exceeding 200 varieties and species. Supplied and planted nationwide from our extensive nursery stocks.

102 High Street, Tring, Herts. HP23 4A

CIVIC TREE CARE LTD.

AERATION & DRAINAGE SERVICES

For Hire: Hydrotjekt, Verti-Drains and Test Conditioners, etc.

Contacts: Paul or Lesley Wright, Aeration & Drainage Services, 20 Westminster Close, Eastbourne, Sussex BN22 0QL.

Tel: (0323) 590723

Mobile: (0860) 838241

AERATORS

Problems with dirty water or algae bloom? Let Otterbine clean-up your water.

Contact: Paul or Lesley Wright, Otterbine, Eastbourne, Sussex BN22 0LQ.

Tel: (0323) 506725

Fax: 0277 353916

Brentwood, Essex CM 15 OQE

Wolves Farm, Wyatts Green, Gloucester GL3 4SB

Tel: 0277 353436

Mobile: (0860) 838241

AERATION & DRAINAGE

LARGE TREES

For INSTANT MATURITY!

Supplied and planted nationwide from our extensive nursery stocks exceeding 200 varieties and species.

Also our Tree Spades on 4 x 4 Tractors transplant trees on site economically.

CIVIC TREE CARE LTD.

102 High Street, Tring, Herts. HP23 4AF

Telephone 01295 24750

and 01295 24750

Fax: 01442 890275

Call us for stock list and advice.

THE most-cost-effective way of reaching readers of Greenkeeper International.

Simply ring 03473 581/2 and ask about an alphabetical category listing: the cost starts from the equivalent of under £21 per month.

THE生き物

• Tree Planting
• Tree Surgery
• Tree Stump Removal

Nationwide Service

Coopers Hill, Gloucester GL3 4SB

Tel: (0452) 862110

Mobile: (0831) 577777

LARGE TREES

FOR INSTANT MATURITY!

Supplied and planted nationwide from our extensive nursery stocks exceeding 200 varieties and species.

Also our Tree Spades on 4 x 4 Tractors transplant trees on site economically.

CIVIC TREE CARE LTD.

102 High Street, Tring, Herts. HP23 4AF

Telephone 01295 24750

and 01295 24750

Fax: 01442 890275

Call us for stock list and advice.

Golf Course Services, 6 Stuart Road, Market Harborough LE16 9QG.

Tel: 0585 463153

Fax: 0585 410085

Arboriculture

All sizes of tree moving machines available for hire. Most machines equipped with flotation tyres.

Also massive stocks of Nursery Grown trees in all sizes. Contact RUSKINS TREE MOVING LTD.

Wolves Farm, Wyatts Green, Borehamwood, Essex CM15 9QE

Tel: 0777 353436

Fax: 0277 353916

Mobile: 0831 174 704

MARTIN BROMAGE TREE MOVING

• Tree Planting
• Tree Surgery
• Tree Stump Removal

Nationwide Service

Coopers Hill, Gloucester GL3 4SB

Tel: (0452) 862110

Mobile: (0831) 577777

LARGE TREES

FOR INSTANT MATURITY!

Supplied and planted nationwide from our extensive nursery stocks exceeding 200 varieties and species.

Also our Tree Spades on 4 x 4 Tractors transplant trees on site economically.

CIVIC TREE CARE LTD.

102 High Street, Tring, Herts. HP23 4AF

Telephone 01295 24750

and 01295 24750

Fax: 01442 890275

Call us for stock list and advice.

Golf Course Services, 6 Stuart Road, Market Harborough LE16 9QG.
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Fax: 0585 410085

Arboriculture

All sizes of tree moving machines available for hire. Most machines equipped with flotation tyres.

Also massive stocks of Nursery Grown trees in all sizes. Contact RUSKINS TREE MOVING LTD.

Wolves Farm, Wyatts Green, Borehamwood, Essex CM15 9QE

Tel: 0777 353436

Fax: 0277 353916

Mobile: 0831 174 704

MARTIN BROMAGE TREE MOVING
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Nationwide Service

Coopers Hill, Gloucester GL3 4SB

Tel: (0452) 862110

Mobile: (0831) 577777

LARGE TREES

FOR INSTANT MATURITY!

Supplied and planted nationwide from our extensive nursery stocks exceeding 200 varieties and species.

Also our Tree Spades on 4 x 4 Tractors transplant trees on site economically.

CIVIC TREE CARE LTD.

102 High Street, Tring, Herts. HP23 4AF

Telephone 01295 24750

and 01295 24750

Fax: 01442 890275

Call us for stock list and advice.

Golf Course Services, 6 Stuart Road, Market Harborough LE16 9QG.

Tel: 0585 463153

Fax: 0585 410085

Arboriculture

All sizes of tree moving machines available for hire. Most machines equipped with flotation tyres.

Also massive stocks of Nursery Grown trees in all sizes. Contact RUSKINS TREE MOVING LTD.

Wolves Farm, Wyatts Green, Borehamwood, Essex CM15 9QE

Tel: 0777 353436

Fax: 0277 353916

Mobile: 0831 174 704

MARTIN BROMAGE TREE MOVING

• Tree Planting
• Tree Surgery
• Tree Stump Removal

Nationwide Service

Coopers Hill, Gloucester GL3 4SB

Tel: (0452) 862110

Mobile: (0831) 577777

LARGE TREES

FOR INSTANT MATURITY!

Supplied and planted nationwide from our extensive nursery stocks exceeding 200 varieties and species.

Also our Tree Spades on 4 x 4 Tractors transplant trees on site economically.

CIVIC TREE CARE LTD.
Reconditioned Golf Course Machinery!
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY OR EXPORT. PHONE FOR CURRENT CATALOGUE NOW.
ENGINEERING (0532) 676000 OR DIALLING FROM ABROAD + 44 532 676000

Grass Cutting Equipment
MANUFACTURED IN THE UK
HERITAGE FAIRWAY LIMITED
Marine Terrace Mews, Brighton
HERITAGE FAIRWAY LIMITED
offers the complete turf feed tractors and golf course equipment.
Sierra UK Ltd
New Sierrablend® Turfmix
controlled release fertilizer offers the complete turf feed for the entire season.
First ever to offer controlled release NPK and immediately available Nitrogen, Phosphate and Iron.
Sierra UK Ltd
81 Loughton Road
West Bridgford, Nottingham NG2 7LA
Tel: (0602) 455311
Fax: (0932) 690684
Tel: 0273 571621
Fax: (0788) 568818

Grase Germination
TILDENET
Grass Germination Sheet
encourages rapid uniform growth
Tested and proven by groundsmen nationwide
Longbrook House, Ashton Vale Road, Bristol BS1 3NA
Tel: 0273 602637/676073
Fax: 0272 231251

Grass Reinforcement
TECNOTILE
The flexible grass reinforcement surface available in sheets of 10 ft. x 250 ft.
Tel: 071 639 5846
Fax: 071 639 2618

Drainage
White Horse Contractors Limited
CONSTRUCTION DRAINAGE VERTIDRAINING
Tel: (0865) 736272

Fertilizers
NEW Sierrablend® Turfmix
Controlled Release Fertilizer
offers the complete turf feed for the entire season.
First ever to offer controlled release NPK and immediately available Nitrogen, Phosphate and Iron.
Sierra UK Ltd
51 Loughton Road
West Bridgford, Nottingham NG2 7LA
Tel: (0602) 455311
Fax: (0932) 690684

Grass Seed Mixtures
Mommersteeg
Grass Seed Mixtures
For sports turf, amenity and land reclamation use
Station Road, Freiston, Wellingborough, Northamptonshire NN9 5NT
Telephone: Wellingborough (0932) 680891
Telex: 313234
Fax: (0932) 683022
Tel: 0273 602637/676073
Fax: 0272 231251

Grinding Machines
MOVER GRINDING MACHINES
Hobson Industrial Estate, Burnmoorfield, Newcastle upon Tyne NE16 6EB
Tel: (0912) 703126
Fax: (0273) 864545

Golf Course Equipment
ADVANCED TURF MACHINERY
Suppliers of new and used compact tractors and golf course equipment.
Tel: Milton Keynes (0908) 281105
Fax: (0908) 281105

Golf Course Maintenance Gear
Manufactured in the UK by
HERITAGE FAIRWAY LIMITED
Marine Terrace Mews, Brighton

collectors
baskets
balls
5000-38000 CAPACITY BALL DISPENSERS

TORO
-IRRISERVE-
IRRIGATION ENGINEERS
Installation, Sales and Service
North West of England, covering Lancashire and Cumbria
Contact: Paul Rimmer
Tel: (0727) 613995
Intrave, 78 Liverpool Old Road, Much Hoole, nr. Preston, Lancashire PR4 4QA

BRITISH OVERHEAD
IRRIGATION LTD.
Manufacturers, designers and installers of AUTOMATIC IRRIGATION for 21 YEARS
Tongham Road, Aldershot, Hampshire GU12 4LL
Tel: 0252 336838
Fax: 0252 336806

MOWER GRINDING MACHINES
ERIC HUNTER GRINDERS LTD
Hobson Industrial Estate, Burnmoorfield, Newcastle upon Tyne NE16 6EB
Tel: (0912) 703126
Fax: (0273) 864545

MIDLAND IRRIGATION
2 Fairways Way, Great Barr, Birmingham B43 5JS
Tel: 021 358 1246
All leading irrigation equipment installed and serviced. Service contracts available.
Contact Mark Gammon on above number or 0860 270866

PRIME WATERMEN LTD
Wangford, Beccles, Suffolk NR34 8AX
Tel: 050 278 481
Fax: 050 278 729
Weathermatic Distributor

FLANDERBLADE LTD
SPECIALISTS IN GOLF COURSE IRRIGATION
20 Whiteacre, Ufford Park, West Sussex BN17 7UA
Tel: (0903) 734545
Fax: (0903) 734545

TORO PAR 4
IRRIGATION SYSTEMS
Installation Sales & Service
North & North East of England
Contact: E. B. & L. Simms
Tel: (0765) 602175. Fax: (0765) 603488
Par 4, Unit 18, Camphill Close, Dalnairness, Lane, Ripon, N. Yorks HG4 1TT

Watermanation
Manufacturers, designers and installers of AUTOMATIC IRRIGATION for 21 YEARS
East Midlands Arco
Tel: (0777) 817410
Fax: 0865 735420 Fax: 0865 326155

Service & Maintenance
BELL TURF & IRRIGATION SERVICES
East Midlands Arco
Installation, Sales and Service
Everton, Doncaster, DN10 5DR
Tel: (0777) 817410
Fax: 050 278 481 Fax: 050 278 729

Mole Ploughs
L. D. BOURGEOIN OXFORD LTD.
South Hinksey, Oxford OX1 5AZ
Tel: (0865) 735420 Fax: 0865 326155
Sole UK Importers of the CASE Mole Plow
Commercial Road, Eastbourne,
East Sussex, Tel: (0323) 646163

Mower Spares
MOWER ACCESSORIES LTD
Manufacturers of high quality lawnmower blades and cylinders.
Suppliers of spares and accessories.
65 Forncett Street Sheffield S4
Tel: 0742 765825 Fax: 0742 765855

Pumps
GRUNDFOS PUMPS
FOR SPORTS & RECREATIONAL TURF IRRIGATION, BOOSTING SUPPLY
Contact our sales offices today for full information on the Grundfos range
SOUTH: (0525) 850000
NORTH: (0924) 813300
GRUNDFOS
GRUNDFOS HEAD OF RECREATIONAL TURF IRRIGATION TURF & TURF 99
East Midlands Arco
Installation, Sales and Service
Everton, Doncaster, DN10 5DR
Tel: (0777) 817410
Fax: 050 278 481 Fax: 050 278 729

Weathermatic Distributor
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Top quality bunkers, bridges, etc. Prompt nationwide delivery.

**Top Grade Top Dressings**

Lime free, dried or moist - washed sands

Bulk 24 hour delivery

**Arnold Sands for Industry**

Joseph Arnold & Sons Ltd
Billington Road Leighton Buzzard
Bedfordshire LU7 9TN
Telephone: 0253 372294
Facsimile: 0253 851820

---

**ECC Quarries**

Complete range of dried graded silica sands for all purposes.
Contact: John Deavin at 39 Stockfield Street, Leighton Buzzard, Bedfordshire LU7 9RR
Telephone: 0602 607239
Facsimile: 0602 569172

---

**Moneystone Bunker Sand**

Granular and free draining delivered loose bulk, all parts.
For cheapest prices contact: Jim Burrows at 39 & B Supplies Paynter Street, Fenton, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs ST4 3JL
Telephone: 0536 510515
Facsimile: 0536 598303

---

**Crow Sand & Gravel Ltd**

(Part of Gables Group)
Specialists in all types of sands and gravels
Contact: Dick Gunn at The Gables, Stanstead Road, Ellesham, Essex, CM2 6LJ
Telephone: 0279 647647, Fax: 0279 616627

---

**Sand/Silica Sand**

The leading supplier of Moneystone Britain's most popular, top quality Bunker Sand.
13 Clifton Street, Alderley Edge, Cheshire
Telephone: 0625 584571/585143, Fax: 0625 586130

---

**Buckland Sand & Silica Co.**

Silica sands for all purposes.
Telephone: 0605 548607, Mobile: 0860 661603

---

**Artificial Grass Tee Mats & Putting Surfaces**

From Carpertainment Ltd.
14 Kaffir Road, Edgerston, Huddersfield HD2 2AN
Telephone: (0484) 428777, Fax: (0484) 423261

---

**Top Soil**

**D. A. Withers**

(Established 27 years)

Suppliers of Top Dressing Various grades of screened Loams and Topsoils Bunker and Washed Sand.
Honeywell Farm, Honeywell Lane, Edenbridge, Kent
Telephone: 0732 665433 (office) 0650 545370 (mobile)

---

**RMC**

Suppliers of all grades of sand and gravel drainage media.
Hall Aggregates (South East) Ltd
RMC House, Canning Street, Maidstone, Kent ME4 2RX
Telephone: (0622) 761281, Fax: (0622) 692433

---

**Seats**

Lister by Green Brothers (Geebro) Ltd
South Road, Heatham
BN27 3DT, Telephone: (0323) 840771, Fax: (0323) 440109

---

**Screeners/Shredders**

**Grades All**

Gradesall International Ltd
Manufacturers of the S5100 Screener/Shredder
9 Forlough Road, Dunlangnon, Northern Ireland BT7 1DR
Telephone: 06687 43847 + Fax: 06687 40823

---

**Bunkers**

Moneystone Bunker Sand

Granular and Free Draining Delivered loose bulk, all parts.
For cheapest prices contact: Jim Burrows at M & B Supplies Paynter Street, Fenton, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs ST4 3JL
Telephone: 0536 510515
Facsimile: 0536 598303

---

**Turf Dressings**

**Professional Turf Dressings for the Profession**

Golf Turf Dressing
Professionally approved formulations for use in construction and on the finest greenwens, tees and fairways. Nationwide deliveries.

---

**Trenchers**

**Case Trenchers**

Trench Plant Sales

Dove Fields, Ulloxter, Staffs.
Telephone: (0889) 563140, Fax: (0889) 565155

---

**Linesmen Supplies**

Shelley Signs Limited

For High Quality Cultivated turf on the NEW BIG ROLL Turf Laying System
Telephone: (0759) 304101, Fax: (0759) 305229

---

**Turf**

**Inturf**

For High Quality Cultivated turf on the NEW BIG ROLL Turf Laying System
Telephone: (0759) 304101, Fax: (0759) 305229

---

**Turf Dressings**

**Professional Turf Dressings for the Profession**

Golf Turf Dressing
Professionally approved formulations for use in construction and on the finest greenwens, tees and fairways. Nationwide deliveries.

---

**Boughton Loam Ltd.**

For Turf Dressings Root Zone Mixes Screened Top Soils Bunker Sands Horticultural Composts

Telford Way, Kettering, Northants
Tel: 0536 510515

---

**Fenn Turf Dressings Ltd**

Manufacturers and distributors of Fendres & also Prescription Dressings
Contact: Fenn Turf Dressings Ltd
2 Angel Court, Dairy Yard, High Street, Market Harborough, Leicestershire, LE16 7NL
Telephone: 0858 434734, Telex: 825868, Fax: (0858) 435734

---

**Rufford**

Top Dressing Supplies

Britain's No. 1 for Quality Service Sheer Value for Money

Norfolk Wood Quarry, Wiggins Lane, Rufford, Nr Southport, Lancs L40 1UJ
Telephone: 0925 232676
Buyers' Guide

The finest quality top dressings for fine turf
1a Clifton Street, Alderley Edge, Cheshire
Tel: Alderley Edge (0625) 584571/585143. Fax: (0625) 586130.

Turf Netting

CONWED
TURF REINFORCEMENT
"for the fastest turf production"
WEST MIDLAND TURF GROWERS
Tel: (0746) 631247 • Fax: (0746) 767331

Classified

Do you have equipment to sell?
Do you provide a service in this marketplace?
If you do, use our Classified columns to promote your business!
Classified pays – find out how – ring 03473 581/2 NOW

Grass Cutting Equipment

VERTIDRAIN MACHINERY
SLIT DRAINAGE EQUIPMENT
AVAILABLE FOR HIRE
Contact: Peter Holmes, 10 Coron Road, GoTony, Lincs DN21 2RE
Tel: 0427 613035 • Mobile: 0831 359394

Classified

Grass Cutting Equipment

Virtually, simplicity and safety
Advanced construction
Cutting widths 1200, 1500, 1800 & 2350 mm
Tough and compact
Four extra large wheels ensure precision cut ranging from 25mm to 10mm
For further details tel: F.A.R.M. Ltd.
Evesham (0386) 765770/442082. Fax (0386) 765183

Organic Fertilisers

PELLITED
• Clean and compact for easy handling
• Simple to apply, spreads evenly
• Uniform quality - no waste
• Steam sterilised - no weeds
• Stabilised by low moisture content
Ask for details of our fertiliser maintenance programme to reduce your costs

If you are looking for:
BETTER ROOT DEVELOPMENT • BETTER DURABILITY • BETTER REGENERATION • BETTER SOIL
Use: Terra Lift
THE BETTER ORGANIC FERTILIZER
22 Oxford Road, Denham, Middlesex UB9 4DQ. Tel: 0895 833661 Fax: 0895 835491

Workshop Equipment

HYDRAULIC WORK BENCHES
From the compact “Junior” to the 2.2m x 1m decked “Groundsman”, R+R have a hydraulic bench to raise the standard of your working conditions.

0480 411146

WORKING HARD NEEDN'T BE HARD WORK!
R+R (UK) Ltd., Blackstone Road, Stukeley Meadows Industrial Estate, Huntingdon, Cambs PE18 6EF

Turf Dressings

Mary Grow
THE BEST
TOP DRESSING
WITH OPTIONAL SEAWEED ADDITIVES

Manor Farm, Abbotsley, Cambs PE19 4UW
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Continued on Page 53
CHORLEYWOOD GOLF CLUB

A well-established 9 hole golf course require a GREENKEEPER

The position will suit an ambitious person who is qualified and desires responsibility.

Wage negotiable, above the BIGGA basic rate, for the right person.

Apply:

The Secretary
Chorleywood Golf Club
The Clubhouse
Common Road
Chorleywood, Herts WD3 5LN

Kingussie Golf Club

requires a HEAD GREENKEEPER

Applicants should be fully qualified and be able to demonstrate a good knowledge of machinery, and an ability to motivate a small staff. Proven experience of modern green-keeping methods is desirable.

The course is nearly 1000 feet above sea level, and applicants should be able to adapt to the problems caused by the climate and altitude.

Salary is negotiable. No accommodation is available.

Applications in writing with full CV to:

The Secretary
Kingussie Golf Club
Gynack Road
Kingussie
Inverness-shire PH21 1LR
Telephone: 0540 661600

St. Andrews Links Trust
Golf Manager

The St. Andrews Links Trust is the statutory body charged under an Act of Parliament with the management of the historic golfing links at St. Andrews in Scotland. Under its control it has the Old Course, regarded as the Home of Golf and a regular venue for the Open Championship which has already been played 24 times over the course, and three other courses, two of which are considered to be of championship standard. Another two courses are currently being constructed. The Trust has recently reviewed its organisation in the light of the demands being made upon the facilities at St. Andrews and wishes to appoint a Golf Manager who will have responsibility for ensuring the excellent presentation and maintenance of all courses and the associated estate and facilities at all times. For a professional golf manager this must be one of the leading appointments in the world of golf. Candidates should be technically qualified, ideally in agronomy or estate management, and have a first class track record in managing all aspects of a significant golfing venue where there is a high emphasis on customer service. Involvement at the highest championship level would be especially valuable. Obviously, an appointment of this significance will not be restricted by salary or benefit limitations. Individual requirements will be negotiated either on an open-ended or fixed term contract basis. In the first instance, please apply, in strictest confidence, to R. J. Cleland, as adviser to the Trust, at Selection Thomson Limited, 14 Sandyford Place, Glasgow G3 7NB, or 24-25 New Bond Street, London W1Y 9HD.

Selection Thomson
Glasgow and London
KEIGHLEY GOLF CLUB
Applications are invited for the position of:

COURSE SUPERINTENDENT

The successful applicant will have a wide experience of modern greenkeeping techniques, construction methods and irrigation systems.

The ability to motivate staff and operate within a planned budget are essential along with an eye for attention to detail.

Salary negotiable according to qualifications and experience. No accommodation available.

Applications in writing with full CV and present salary to:
D. F. Coyle, Manager, Keighley Golf Club, Howden Park, Utley, Keighley, West Yorkshire BD20 6DH

Kenwick Park Golf Club PLC

Newly constructed 18 hole championship golf course due to open August 1, 1992

require

COURSE MANAGER

Must be fully qualified and experienced in all aspects of green keeping, modern machinery and watering systems.

Applications in writing with full CV to:
S. D. Flynn
Kenwick Park Golf Club PLC
Kenwick Hall
Louth
Lincolnshire LN11 8NR

The Old Course – St Andrews Links

HEAD GREENKEEPER

A unique opportunity has arisen to apply for one of the most prestigious greenkeeping appointments in golf. The post requires a very dedicated professional to take full responsibility for maintaining the highest standards of presentation at the most famous golf course in the world, while preserving the traditional heritage of 'links golf'.

The Old Course will provide the venue for the Open Championship in 1995 for the 25th Time and the Dunhill Cup international team championship is played over the course every year.

The Head Greenkeeper will have full authority and responsibility for management of the Old Course, including budget preparation and control, and he will enjoy the stimulus of working in co-operation with Head Greenkeepers of the other courses on St Andrews Links.

Candidates will be expected to provide clear evidence of excellent management skills as well as substantial experience of top-class greenkeeping and formal qualifications. Previous experience of preparing a course to major tournament standard, together with at least some training on links courses, will probably be essential pre-requisites.

A competitive salary, together with a first class pension fund and favourable terms of employment, is offered.

Please write, giving full details of qualifications and experience to:
The Secretary,
St Andrews Links,
St Andrews, Fife, Scotland.
STOCK BROOK MANOR
Golf Club, Stock, Essex
requires a
1st ASSISTANT GREENKEEPER

Applicants must be suitably qualified and experienced in all aspects of course and machinery management.
Applications in writing with full CV to:
The Secretary
Stock Brook Manor Golf and Country Club,
Essex House, Chapel Street, Billericay, Essex CM11

Royal Blackheath Golf Club

First Assistant Greenkeeper

Applicants should be qualified and fully experienced in course maintenance, course improvement, watering systems and machinery.
Salary by negotiation.
Letters with CVs to:
The Secretary, Royal Blackheath Golf Club,
Court Road, Eltham, London SE9 5AF

COTTESMORE COUNTRY CLUB
require an
ASSISTANT GREENKEEPER

Applicants should be experienced in all aspects of golf course maintenance.
Please apply in writing with CV to:
The Secretary
Cottesmore Country Club,
Buchan Hill, Pease Pottage,
Crawley, West Sussex RH11 9AT

ASSISTANT GOLF COURSE CONSTRUCTION MANAGERS REQUIRED

Ambitious people required to join rapidly expanding team of experienced and skilled golf course constructors. Applicants must have greenkeeping, landscaping and construction skills. Own car and willingness to travel.
One of the positions is to work in France - fluent French is essential.
Please reply to:
Christine Morgan
Patrick Tallock Golf Course, Design & Construction Ltd.,
Egham Lodge, 24 Bridge Street, Leatherhead, Surrey
KT22 8BZ
Tel: (0372) 379592

EFFINGHAM GOLF CLUB
invites applications for
AN ASSISTANT GREENKEEPER

Applicants must have a thorough knowledge of modern greenkeeping practices and machinery and be capable of work to a high standard.
Two bedroom accommodation is available with this position.
Applications in writing with details of age and experience to:
The Head Greenkeeper
Effingham Golf Club, Effingham, Surrey KT24 5PZ

HEAD GREENKEEPER
required for
NEW 27 HOLE GOLF COURSE COMPLEX
at
BIRCHWOOD PARK, DARTFORD, KENT

Full details to:
The HOWARD SWAN Practice
Telfords Farm, Willingale, Ongar, Essex CM5 0QF
Telephone 0277 896229
PLUMPTON COLLEGE

GROUNDSPERSON/GREENKEEPER

Applications are invited from practical, experienced craftsman/woman for vacant post in the Horticultural Department.

Wages on AWB rates currently £161.79 per week.

House available.

Details and application form from
The Principal, Plumpton College,
Nr Lewes, East Sussex BN7 3AE. Tel: (0273) 890454

TECHNICAL SERVICES

Foreman/Woman Greenkeeper

Hainault Forest Golf Course

£11,000 plus overtime

This nature scenic and busy 36 hole public golf course and adjoining sports facilities are subject to compulsory competitive tendering. It is therefore important that candidates should have the ability to work within rigid specifications.

You should have a sound knowledge of fine turf culture, modern machinery and automatic watering systems. You should also have supervisory experience.

Hours of work are 39 per week on a rota basis including early mornings and weekends (paid at an enhanced rate).

For an application form please telephone 081 478 3020 ext: 2186 or write to the Directorate of Technical Services, London Borough of Redbridge, PO Box No 2, Town Hall, 128-142 High Road, Ilford Essex, IG11 DD.

Closing Date: 27th September 1991

Please quote reference CH65

STADDON HEIGHTS GOLF CLUB

invite applications for the position of

HEAD GREENKEEPER

Applicants must be fully experienced in all aspects of greenkeeping and have a practical knowledge of modern machinery and irrigation systems.

Accommodation is not available. Salary negotiable.

Apply in writing to the Secretary enclosing CV.

Staddon Heights Golf Club

Staddon Heights

Plymstock, Plymouth

Devon PL9 9SP

TOTAL GOLF COURSE MAINTENANCE

- Verti-Drain
- Drainage
- Sand Spreading
- Irrigation
- Sand Slitting
- Construction
- Overseeding

Contact: Richard Veitch
E & S Sportsground Contractors
39 Knox Green, Binfield, Bracknell, Berks RG12 5NZ
Tel: (0344) 860690

Classified

Part Exchange

A set of five Lloyds Leda Gang Mowers for part exchange for same, but with Magna Units.

Contact: Bothwell Castle Golf Club, course manager: Neil McClennan.

Tel: (0698) 854569

or club house:

Tel: (0698) 853177

ARBORICULTURAL SERVICES

TREE MOVING SPECIALISTS AND SUPPLIERS OF LARGE TREES

Semi-mature trees to plant, transfer, remove or thin out

Send now for our comprehensive brochure explaining tree moving and all our other services

Contact:

RUSKINS, Wolves Farm, Wyatts Green, Brentwood, Essex CM15 0QE

Tel: (0277) 353436 • Mobile: (0831) 174704 • Fax: (0277) 353916

AD REF 248

AD REF 144
45 – joining us for a round of golf. I'm sure these lads enjoyed the day as much as we. Frew & Co. have always been good friends of the Association and this kindness only served to increase the bond between us.

Players from the committee were: S Dixon (chairman), C Yeaman (vice chairman), W Blair (secretary) and committee men P Ormiston, S Greenwood and G Wood. It was said that Jimmy Neilson couldn't play due to his broken leg but he was adamant that he could have done better with one pin than most of us with two! I'm inclined to put this down to 'light refreshments' and although a non player, he came in very handy running around in the buggie – supplying still more refreshments at the tees.

The lucky winner was none other than Steve Dixon, although it could be said that the rest of us lay down for him and it was most fitting that the first recipient should be one who enjoyed such a long relationship with Eddie. In his speech, Steve spoke highly of our dear friend and was, I'm sure, moved and delighted when the trophy was presented to him by the vice captain of Dunbar GC, proud to be the first named winner.

Another celebration (head wetting, as the saying goes) was the birth of daughter Amy, born a few days earlier to Chris and Carol Yeaman. To them both we send congratulations, along with long life and happiness to Amy.

Thanks are especially due to Graham Wood for the excellent condition of the course (although the holes were set in the wrong place for me!), the captain and council of Dunbar GC for courtesies extended, the caterers for bonnie meals and the vice captain for presenting the trophy. Finally, I cannot close without again saying thanks to Frew & Co for sponsorship. We really did appreciate it.

WILLIE BLAIR

SOUTH WALES

On July 30th we held our annual Summer Competition for the Birdie Cup at Royal Porthcawl GC. The section acknowledges with thanks the generosity of Royal Porthcawl members and committee for use of their clubhouse and facilities and the steward and stewardess for greatly enjoyed services to the 'inner man'.

The competition was well supported, with over 30 players enjoying a course in super condition. To this end, thanks to head greenkeeper, David Ward, and his staff for their hard work put in over the past 12 months since our last visit. The results were: The Birdie Cup (best nett) - Mike Jones nett 71. The Duncan Cup (best gross) – Tony King 85. The John O’Gorman Cup (2nd nett on countback) Brian Price 78. Each received an engraved tankard and hootch with which to fill it!

A raffle followed which helped to boost section funds and winners were: Hugh Morgan (putter) P Robinson (camera) Colin Murphy (Wine) Phil Swain (wine) Richard Minton (sherry). Thanks to Colin Murphy for sterling work in selling tickets.

Our sponsors were Birds, for which grateful thanks, and other trade supporters in the raffle were Peter Hampton, Avoncrop, Stabrite, Rigby Taylor and ICI, for which many thanks. Your continued support – both physically and financially – is most worthy.

Congratulations to Hugh Parry on his appointment at Bristol and Clifton GC. We all wish him good fortune, even if it is ‘over the water’.

PHILIP SWAIN

AROUND THE GREEN

45 – joining us for a round of golf. I'm sure these lads enjoyed the day as much as we. Frew & Co. have always been good friends of the Association and this kindness only served to increase the bond between us.

Players from the committee were: S Dixon (chairman), C Yeaman (vice chairman), W Blair (secretary) and committee men P Ormiston, S Greenwood and G Wood. It was said that Jimmy Neilson couldn't play due to his broken leg but he was adamant that he could have done better with one pin than most of us with two! I'm inclined to put this down to 'light refreshments' and although a non player, he came in very handy running around in the buggie – supplying still more refreshments at the tees.

The lucky winner was none other than Steve Dixon, although it could be said that the rest of us lay down for him and it was most fitting that the first recipient should be one who enjoyed such a long relationship with Eddie. In his speech, Steve spoke highly of our dear friend and was, I'm sure, moved and delighted when the trophy was presented to him by the vice captain of Dunbar GC, proud to be the first named winner.

Another celebration (head wetting, as the saying goes) was the birth of daughter Amy, born a few days earlier to Chris and Carol Yeaman. To them both we send congratulations, along with long life and happiness to Amy.

Thanks are especially due to Graham Wood for the excellent condition of the course (although the holes were set in the wrong place for me!), the captain and council of Dunbar GC for courtesies extended, the caterers for bonnie meals and the vice captain for presenting the trophy. Finally, I cannot close without again saying thanks to Frew & Co for sponsorship. We really did appreciate it.

WILLIE BLAIR
Now you can be as green as your turf.

If you've been looking for an organic fertilizer with the legendary quality and performance of Greenmaster – then look no further.

New Greenmaster Organic fertilizers now combine the reliability and consistency of the existing Greenmaster range with a truly organic and scorch resistant feed that has twice the working life of standard inorganics. And Greenmaster Organic fertilizers enable you to exercise the 'green' option, without suffering the 'hit and miss' qualities of lesser organics.

Greenmaster Organic – a new initiative for the greens.

Fisons

Fisons plc, HORTICULTURE DIVISION, PAPER MILL LANE, BRAMFORD, IPSWICH, SUFFOLK IP8 4BZ. TEL: (0473) 830492 TELEX: 98168 FIBRAM G FAX: (0473) 830046. Greenmaster is a Trade Mark of Fisons plc.
'Daconil' turf is a broad spectrum fungicide which controls a wide range of turf diseases, but is especially useful against those recurrent problems Fusarium Patch, Red Thread and Dollar Spot. And because it is a contact fungicide it can be used all year round.

'Daconil' turf

One of the best

Three of the worst

Read the label before you buy; use pesticides safely.

'Daconil' is the registered trade mark of SDS Biotech UK Ltd.